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The Book of Origins / Hnewo tepyy 
 
  1. Genealogy of Sky / Momu cy 
  2. Genealogy of Earth / Mudde cy 
  3. Transformation of Sky and Earth / Momu zzyqo cy 
  4. Genealogy of Lightning / Murzyr cy 
  5. Separation of Sky and Earth / Muvu mudie po 
  6. Great Bimo / Awo Shubu 
  7. Genealogy of Spirit Monkey / Anyu Ddussy cy 
  8. Zhyge Alu / Zhyge Alu 
  9. Shooting Down Suns and Moons / Gge nbie hle nbie 
10. Calling Out Single Sun and Single Moon / Gge di hle di gu 
11. Twelve Branches of Snow / Vonre sse cinyi 
12. Genealogy of Shyly Wote / Shyly wote ssy 
13. Ozzu (Tibetan) Lineages / Ozzu cy 
14. Ozzu (Tibetan) Migrations / Ozzu muche 
15. Hxiemga (Han) People’s Lineage / Hxiemga cy 
16. Hxiemga (Han) People’s Migrations / Hxiemga muche 
17. Foreigner’s Lineage / Yiery cy 
18. Migrations of Foreigners / Yiery muche 
19. Nuosu Lineages / Nuosu cy 
20. Emperor Vomu and Ni and Vi Genealogies / Vomu Ni Vi cy 
21. Genealogy of Ahuo / Ahuo cy 
22. Migration of Ahuo / Ahuo muche 
23. Genealogy of Nzy Clan / Nzyzzur pu 
24. Highpoints of Migrations of the Gguho / Gguho cy bo 
25. Migrations of Qonie / Qonie cy bo 
26. Changes in Hxuo Villages / Hxuoqo hxeqo 
27. Genealogy of Gguho / Gguho cy 
28. Migrations of Nine Sons of Gguho Durzhy Ddiwo / 
      Kurdie Gguho Durzhy Ddiwo sse ggu cy 
29. Genealogy of Qoni / Qoni cy 
 
Supplement in Standard (Northern) Yi Romanization 
 
As detailed in the preface to the print edition of The Nuosu Book of Origins: A Creation Epic 
from Southwest China, the text presented here is based on a version of The Book of Origins 
(Hnewo tepyy) recorded in traditional Yi graphs in a scroll of the sort used by bimox priests in 
the area of Xide County in Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture in southern Sichuan. A local 
tradition-bearer, Jjivot Zopqu, learned how to copy the traditional Yi texts in 1973 from 
tradition-bearer Jjimgu Axrryr, who was associated with a formerly upper-class family. In 1986, 
Jjivot transliterated the Book of Origins scroll—now lost—that is the basis of the present English 
translation into the modern standardized script. Later, Jjivot’s nephew, Jjivot Yyzu, helped copy 
the final text.  
 
The process involved first copying the traditional Yi graphs of the scroll, then transliterating 
them graph by graph into the Liangshan Standard Yi Syllabary. The traditional graphs represent 
sounds, as do the graphs in the standard syllabary, but they are not standardized. Thus, the 
version in standard graphs can be set in type and is accessible to readers trained in the modern 
script. In the process of translation into English and Chinese, beginning in 2007, many portions 
of the text were romanized. The majority of the text was transliterated into Northern Yi 
romanization in 2018 and is presented here in twenty-nine sections paralleling the English 
translation.  
 
There are occasional differences between the Northern Yi romanization presented here and 
romanization in the English translation. A major reason for this is the appearance of nonstandard 
Yi graphs in the Jjivot manuscript. In some cases different graphs with similar pronunciations 
were used. In other cases the appearance of aberrant graphs may be due to scribal error or 
unknown conventions used in the past. Certain names, such as the “son of snow,” Shyly Wote (in 
parts 11 and 12), for instance, appear in several forms, some closer to local pronunciations. 
Because The Book of Origins appears in many written and countless oral forms in Yi, the 
translators decided to use common renderings of the names in standard Northern Yi (which is 
based on the Xide dialect). Another difference is the layout of the lines. While much of the 
content can be paralleled line by line with the English, some lines and passages are convoluted 
due to grammar or other reasons of prosody. Finally, a few passages are unclear in the original, 
and minor wording has been added in English to explicate or clarify. These slight alterations 
were decided upon jointly by Aku Wuwu, Jjivot Zopu, and Jjivot Yyzu. Finally, most of the 
Northern Yi words in the English translation lack final tone indicators, which are supplied 
throughout the romanized Northern Yi version presented here.  
 
As mentioned in the book’s preface, Northern Yi is one of the major Yi dialect groupings within 
the Yi-Burmish branch of the Tibeto-Burman branch of Sino-Tibetan. The four speech tones of 
Northern Yi are attached to the end of monosyllable graphs. These markers, which indicate tone 
contours, are not part of the spelling of the word and are thus not pronounced: 
 
t = high tone 
x = mid-high tone 
[no letter] = mid-level tone 




For instance, as noted in the preface, “the word bimo ꀘꂾ (Yi priest) is written bimox with the 
tone indicator x attached, indicating that the mo in bimo should be pronounced with the mid-high 
tone.” In the English version, the tone indicators are in bold type. However, in the present 
romanized version, readers are asked to discriminate the tone indicators for themselves. 
 
Note: Ssienie Yocot, Lama Itzot, and Kaitlin Banfill were instrumental in helping the translators 
produce this version in Northern Yi romanization. 
 




mo mu cyt 
 
Genealogy of Sky 
 
 
ip si mo a hlep 
shyp mu a nge hxat 
nge tit gu nzy tut 
cyp nyip tit o mu 
cyp nyip tit la hnox 
tit nyip jjy lot li 
map tit jjy lot li 
pup zy pu mop zy 
pup mop hna lyx zy 
nge jjie wu lie hxiet 
di jy hlop wa nyi 
gge hnop a gge jy  
gge jy die vut ssyr 
he jy die vut ssyr 
he hnop a he njie 
he njie die nuo jjip 
die nuo hxa sy qu 
gge jy die vut ssyr 
die vut xyx ca ssi, 
xyx ca jjie luo wu 
cy ne tot li mo  







mu dde cyt 
 
Genealogy of Earth 
 
 
ip si mo a hle 
tot li mu ap jjip 
mu jjip jy ap ndit 
ot li dde ap jjip  
dde jjip ry ap zzur 
ot li hxuot map mga  
nip hxuot wu ap mga  
nip zhat wu map jjip  
che vit che ap jjip 
di vit di map ndit  
cyp lo syr zzur nyi  
cyp lo syr map zzur  
cyp lo yy wu nyi  
cyp lo yy map yy  
die pa ndip jjip nyi  
die pa ndip map jjip sy mo  







mo mu zzyt qo cyt 
 
Transformation of Sky and Earth 
 
 
ip si mo a hle 
shyp mu map zzyt sy mo li  
yyp zo map ggo sy mo li 
cyp nyip si mu zzyt  
si kep wu mu zzyt  
nyip wu nge mu zzyt  
nge kep wu mu zzyt  
shy zzyt yy ne cyp  
yyp hli wu ne nyip 
hli w shyx ne suo  
shyp mu jy zzyt ly  
jy zzyt gu ne nge  
gu nre lo ne fut  
lo nrep lox ne shyp 
lo wa la ne hxit  
nge jjy gu ne ggu 
ssup jjy gu ne ci  
cy ne mo mu cyt  
qot cyt nge yip map  
zzyt ddop ci vi nzi 
sy vy wa yi li  
mu vut ly lop pup  
mu ke ly lop vit  
jjy lop he lox vit  
qu lur hxuot vop mga  
get nyi get pop le  
ax yi sux nie nyi  
sux nie lep ggep nyi  
shyp pup ax qi kuo 
ggex sse fut ci fut  
hlep sse shyp ci shyp  
ap my ggex nyi gge di zzi 
hlep nyi hlep di zzi  




mu zyr cyt 
 
Genealogy of Lightning 
 
 
cyp wa mo ggup jjux  
mu vut nyip zyr wu 
cyp zyr gu lu hxit  
cyp zyr gu lu dep  
vyp nzi hxot shy hxit  
vyp nzi hxuot shy dep 
yip nzi hxo nyiet hxit  
yip nzi hxo nyiet dep  
gu lu bbo jjie hxit  
gu lu bbo jjie dep 
jiet jie la jjiep hxit  
jiet jie la jjie dep  
map bur hxuot ke hxit  
map bur hxuot ke dep  
di qu bbo nyiet hxit  
di qu bbo nyiet dep  
mu vut mux gu nzy wa xi 
o lit mo mu hxep  
nyuo syp gge wa zzat  
lot rrep syr o ngot 
syr o dur ddip qy  
ke ndit vat wa nzyt  
vat nzyt lyp ddip jjuo  
xy rrex mu wa njur 
mu njur ly vop ndo  
he xi ci nyix xip 
chu o suo hlep ne  
gge ddur vat ho it  
mop nyi ka hmur it 
nyix o suo hlep ne  
mu njy hxix die it  
mop nyi gu lu wu  
ssex nyi gu lu wu  





mu vut mu die pop 
 
Separation of Sky and Earth 
 
 
ip si mo a hlex 
mu vut mu die ap pop sy mo li  
shyp mu a nge hxat  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
sys sse ly ci hxit yuo yur mo ddix 
gge ddur la mge ne  
dde bbu sy sse yur  
gge jji la mge ne  
dde shep sy sse yur  
yy o la mge ne  
sy sse di hni yur  
yy hmy la mge ne  
mo mu sy sse yur  
shyp mu a nge hxat  
nge tit gu nzy zzur  
map zy lu li zy  
dde bbu ap hly zy 
tur lur bbo o hxit 
dde shep sy sse gu  
dde shep sy sse bur  
sy sse di hni gu  
sy sse di hni bur  
mo mu sy sse gu  
mo mu sy sse bur  
get mop ap hly gu  
get mop ap hly nyi  
tur lur hxuot vop mga  
shyp mu nge hxat xi  
 
nge tit gu nzy tut  
mu vut mu die pop mo ddix  
sy sse si sse gu la nzi  
ggu nyip nzi mu ket  
nzi le ggu ji she  
ggu hxot nzi mu ti  
nzi nry ggu ta ndo  
hly shy a wo nzi  
a yi su nie bbyp  
a yi su nie nzi  
pop lip a yo bbyp  
pop lip a yo nzi  
a wo shut bu bbyp  
a wop shut bu nzi  
mo mu sy sse bbyp  
mo mu sy sse nzi  
sy sse di hni bbyp  
sy sse di hni nyi  
cyp nyip nzi mu ket  
nzi le cyp ji she 
cyp hxuo nzi mu ti  
nzi nry cyp ta ndo  
sy sse di hni nyip  
jjy pup he pup ggu ma njie  
get mop a hly bbyp  
get mop ap hly nyi  
get li map byp wu 
get li map yur wu  
bbap zyr she di mu da zzy 
kap pit yyp ryt mu da zzy  
gup zyp la qur mu da zzy  
lot jy ga nyie mu da zzy  
jjy jjie shex jjie ly ji zzy  
cyp ji zzy la dde bbu sy sse bbyp  
gge ddur la mgex pop  
gge ddur cyp tut vyt  
bbux sy ap bbu sy  
hly ddur tit mga la  
cyp ji zzy la dde she sy sse bbyp  
gge jji la mge pop  
gge jji cyp tut vyt  
gge jji cyp tut bbu  
bbux sy ap bbu sy  
hly ddur tit hxi mgo  
cyp ji zzy la sy sse di hni bbyp  
yy o la mge pop  
yy o cyp mge vyt  
yy o cyp mge bbu  
bbux sy ap bbu sy  
yy wu tit mga la  
cyp ji zzy la mo mu sy sse bbyp 
yyx hmy la mge pop  
yyx hmy cyp tut vyt  
yyx hmy cyp tut bbu  
bbux sy ap bbu sy  
yy wu tit hxi mgo  
get mop ap hly nyi  
jjy zzy jjy la lie  
he zzy he la lie  
mu lit nge nyiet sha  
dde lit nge jjyx sha  
ly rry ly tut bbu da vep 
 
nge tit gu nzy dex  
shyp mu nge jjyx hxep  
mu vut mu die pop  
ap zzi yip sy ddix  
jjy lur she lur ly ma lit  
shyp mu nge jjyx rrur yip sy  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
map zy lu li zy  
mup gop mup nji zy  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
jjy lur he lur zat yy ddix  
zat nyi ddur dda wu  
zat nyi ddur map dda  
le hxo le shet zy  
jjy lur he lur sy yy ddix  
sy nyi ddur dda wu  
sy nyi ddur map dda  
yo shy yo hni ssex zzi zy  
jjy lur he lur zyt yy ddix  
zyt nyi ddur dda wu  
zyt nyi ddur map dda  
vit shy vit nuop ssex zzi zy  
jjyx lur he lur sy yy ddix  
sy nyi ddur dda wu  
sy nyi ddur map dda  
sy sse di hni nyi  
get mop ap hly zy  
jjyx lur he lur ly ma sip  
jjy syr he syr ggu zi zzy  
sy ap my si ap my ggu yuo bbyp  
mu syr mu shox shup  
mu syr nge nyiet sha  
mu jjip vut lo wu  
mu syr nge jjyx sha  
dde jjip hni yi wu 
pup dur ssi ly bbo  
mux ly ddip wa dur  
ggex ddur la mgex jox , 
mu vut hap ndep bbox la dur  
gge jji la mge jox  
mu ke dop lit bbox la dur  
yy o la mge jox  
nip mu hxo sa bbox la dur  
yyx hmy la mge jox  
huo mu di ci bbox la dur  
pup mgo jie ly ji  
mu ly ddip wa mgo  
ggex ddur gge jji rot da mgo  
pup ssyr lur ly ma  
mu ly ddip wa ssyr  
 
mu vut mux die li  
sy sse di hni pop 
mu ddie wax ddie li 
mu ddie yop zu ddie  
sy sse di hni nyi , 
map zy lu li zy  
get mop ap hly zy  
jjy vop he vop ggu qit zzy  
sy hlit si hlit ggu yuo bbyp  
shyp la sy sse yop zu gep  
sy sse yop zu nyi  
mux ddie wa ddie li mo ddix  
shep dep jjy nyiet ne  
ne hxip nga hxip bot  
bbup zzi jjy nyiet ne  
ne ddie nga ddie bot  
bbo hnop wa bbox ndu  
lo hnop wa lo njie 
cyp lo ndup bbo jjix  
yo hxo pup mu da  
cyp lo ndup jjop jjip  
le gep dde mu da  
cyp lo ndup jjip ggur  
che zy pup mu da  
cyp lo ndup jie juo  
mge qip pup mu da  
cyp lo ndup liex jie  
sit mgep dde mu da  
cyp lo ndup la dda  
yy wu dde mu da  
cyp lo ndup qiet tuo  
co it dde su da  
 
sy sse di hni nyi 
mu vut a lu vit  
mu kex ap lu vit  
jjy lop he lox vit  
tur lur hxuot vop mga  
ax yi sux nie zy  
ax yi sux nie nyi  
lur nbit wa yy zix  
yy wu mu keg gup  
sux nie lep ggep nyi  
shy pur li zzi six  
mux ddie wa ry cur  
ry zzur hxo po pop  
 
nge tit gu nzy dex  
yi jjy sox jo wu 
cyp lo syr zzur nyi  
cyp lo syr map zzur  
cyp lo ry zzur nyi  
cyp lo ry map zzur  
cyp lo yy wu nyi  
cyp lo yy map yy  
die pa ndip jjip nyi  
die pa ndip map jjip  
die pa jjut zzur nyi  











ip si mox a hle  
shyp mu nge jjyx ne  
dde bbu ap hly zzur  
dde bbu ap hly nyi  
a wop shut bu zy  
jjut cur mgat qip shux  
a wop shut bu nyi  
ap mit hlop yu six  
hlut mit do yu ndit  
bbur wu zi yu si  
jjie wu hlit yu ndit  
shut vy tu yu byx 
kup hlep vop yu six  
wo la sat die shyp  
jox li nyut nip bbo vut hxit  
nge jjie syr ap zzur  
bur li nge nyiet mgo  
syr xip suo nzy yu , 
shyp mu nge jjyx sha  
syr zzur ggu pup lup  
ssup hxo syr zzur yy  
cie mgo ssup wa sha  
ssup xy bbop lo wu 
cie sse ggep hlie wu  
ssup wa jjut zzur lox  
nge jjy ry map zzur  
a wop shut bu nyi  
bur li nge nyiet mgo 
ry xip suo nzy yu  
shyp mu nge jjyx sha  
ry zzur ggu pup lup  
ndip tux ry zzur ko 
ndip wa jjut map zzur  
jjut mgo ndip wa sha  
ndip tu bbop lo wu  
jut nza ssyr lyr wu  
zha bu ssex zzi mgot  
jut sse ka mu bbyx  
ndip tu jjut zzur lo  
nge jjyx yy map yy  
a wop shut bu nyi  
jo li nge nyiet mgo  
yy xip sox hmo yu  
shyp su nge jjyx sha  
yy wu ggu pup lox  
lur nbit wa yy zix  
yy wu hxo pox pop  
yy wa jjut map zzur  
sho mgot yy wa sha  
yy ggur vyt hluo wu  
shox sse hlit jjo wu 
shox sse ka map wep  
hxep shy sse zzi mgot  
shox sse ka mu bbyx  
yy wa jjut zzur lox  
nge jjyx lur map rrur  
a wop shut bu nyi  
bur lop nge nyiet mgo  
lur xip sox nzy yu  
shyp mu nge jjyx sha  
lur rrur ggu pup lox  
vat hni lur rrur kox  
vat wa jjut map zzur  
jji mgo vat wa sha  
vat hni bbop lo wu  
jjip yo ly ggup wu  
jjip yo ka map wep  
yo my ssex zzi mgo  
jjip yo ka map bbyx  
vat wa jjut zzur lox  
jjut yu jjut cur li  





a nyut ddu ssyt cyt 
 
Genealogy of Spirit Monkey 
 
 
ggex gu hlop dit li  
a nyut ddu ssyt nge  
mu vut ge ddu cyp  
ge ddu ge ssyt nyip  
ge ssyt ge che suo  
ge che ap su ly  
ap su hxa mu nge  
hxa mu pup mit fut  
pup mit zha jy shyp  
zha jy zha dit hxit  
zha dit a nyut ggu  
ddur ssyt vop le ci 
zy cyt jjip da ggo  
sy sse di hni nyi  
a nyut ddur ssyt zy  
ggex gu hlop dit shup  
a nyut ddur ssyt nyi  
ggex gu hlop dit li mo ddix  
tur lur bbo ox ne  
qu ddie qux la qu  
shy ddie shyx la tur 
qu yi shy yi cur  
le shet qu yu hlo  
le o le ji ly zzi bit  
yi ly rry go ndo da gu 
ggu nyip gu mu ket  
gge sse fut ddur la  
ggu hxot gu mu ti  
hlep sse shyp ddur la  
a nyut ddur ssyt nyi  
bur la tur lur bbo jjut hxit  
jjy ddie jjyx la tur  
he ddie he la tur  
jjy la he yi cur  
bbu hnat qu yu hlo  
yo o yo ji ly zzi bit  
yi rry ly rry go da gu  
shyp sse gux mu ket  
shap nyie shyp ddur la  
shyp hxot gux mu ti  
chyt ku fut ddur la  
a nyut ddur ssyt nyi  
bur la tur lur bbo hmy hxit  
syr ddie syr la tur  
ma ddie max la tur  
syr la ma yi cur  
va shet qu yu hlo  
she fu ly zzi six  
yi ly rry go hnox da gu  
suo nyip gux mu ti  
suo tat jy ddur la  
suo hxot gux mu ti  
nyu hni ly ddur la  
mu vut jyx zzur du li vex  
cyp wa mo ggup jjux  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
nyip ne gge fut ddur  
six ne hlop shyp ddur  
syr nge lip wu ggo  
hxo syr ndax di zzi  
yy nge lip li ggo 
ap mo shur ti zzi  
hxo syr nda di li  
ap mo shur yip bbop  
ap mo shur ti li  
hxo syr nda yip bbop  
bbut nge lip wu ggo  
pat qi qux bbo zzi  
ga nge lip li ggo  
mup ly di ma zzi  
nyu nge lip li ggo  
ax nyie lot dduop zzi  
hxit nge lip li ggo  












ip si mo a hlex  
mu vut lur sse yur 
mu kex lur sse dip  
mu ke lur sse yur  
nie yy lur sse dix  
hxep shy lur nrat ba  
hxep bbu lur ggep qop  
hxep sse lur xie te  
nie yy lur sse yur  
vat hni lur sse di  
lur mop lur nrat ba  
jjip yo lur ggep qop  
jjip sse lur xie te  
vat hni lur sse yur  
ssup hxo lur sse dix  
cie sse lur nrat ba  
qyx sse lur ggep qop  
lep sse lur xie te  
ssup hxo lur sse yur  
ggup chox cho hxo jjip  
ggup chox cho hxo ne  
ggup mop ax rryr yur  
vop ndip hlut qu jjip  
hlut qu hni nrat yur  
di shy shuo nuo jjip  
di shy ma jie yur  
ox lux zzip vop jjip  
zzip mop hni mo yur  
op rro ndap ssyp jjip  
zyt zy ap my yur  
zyt ap my git ddu jjip  
git ap my pup ddu jjip  
pup mop hni suo yur  
pup mop jy ma jy ddu jjip  
pup mop max ma wu ddu jjip  
pup mop hnix yy zzi  
 
pup mo hnix yyr nyi  
suo kut yit ho shy  
suo hlep yit jjie dur  
yit ki mu jy zzur  
yit mop jot ddur hlit  
yit bur jjip yo mga  
yit hni si wu jip  
yit sse ndup wu qie  
zhat zha jjiet lie nyi  
mu vut dit cyp zzi  
dit sse lo wa la  
mu kex dit nyip zzi  
zhyp nge bbo wa la  
suo pyr dit cyp zzi  
nda nuo bbo wa la  
nge jjy dit cyp zzi  
nyu lu vit wa la  
dit lu ly ma ne  
shut zzur bbo nyiet la  
 
pup mop hnix yyr nyi  
dit hxep li mo ddix 
dit ggep li mo ddix  
dit sy suo tuo dop  
pup mop hnix yyr ssop  
map ssop lu li ssop  
cyp tuo o wa ssop  
uo jyt ggu die mga  
cyp tuo jjut wa ssop  
shyp qi ggu die mga 
cyp tuo hmy wa ssop  
nbo hmy ggu die mga  
pup mop hnix yyr nyi  
shu la fi nge ddix  
map zy lu li zy  
vat ddur vat wa zy  
zy hnox bi gu li , 
kie o suox jo wu  
kie o bi ap it  
kie hmy sox jo wu 
kie hmy bi ap it 
kie jjut bi it lop  
bip mop ax pu yi ap jjo  
bix sse gat ga yi jjo lox  
bi sse gat ga nyi  
ot wa nbie ga nbie ddat ko  
jjut wa wop nbop zziex nzyt ko  
tot wa qyx nyiet lex nyiet ko  
vyp lot jy ke pop  
yip lot jy hat ngo 
tep yy shy lyr bit 
miep cyp zzi nyip qix pur 
tep yy ddop map ndit  
ma nza ddop map ti  
wa la nyip zzi ly qi pur go ne  
shu la fi nge ddix da gie  
wa la suo zzi fut qi pur go ne  
jjut la ngat nge ddi da gie  
nge zzi ci qi pur go ne  
yie mat shy ma yu  
zzie got hxo bbo sip  
gep la fi yyr kut vex ne  
sy sse six sse cyp lip yur yip ddix 
bi dex si yi xi  
gep la fi yyr kut  
pup mop hni yyr nyi  
shep dep hxuot qu dep  
ggep zzi ap lu yur  
zhyx ge ax lu nyi  
yur lop mox cyp hxuo  
mop nie ndox map hna  
yur lop mox nyip hxuo  
mop hmut it map hna  
yur lop mox suo hxot  
mop vit ggat map hna  
sse shu sse fi ddix  
mop xie vat vur zip  
vat wap lu zzur dde  
lu hxop ap lu syp ddep lox  
ix nyi lu nge ddix  
mit nyip lu zza zze  
syt nyip lu nie ndo 
gguo nyip lu vit ggat  
zhyx ge ax lu nyi  
yur nyip lu nyip yur  
kut nyi lu kut su  
xix nyi lu ddi ho xi  
hmix nyi ax lu hmi  
zhyx ge ax lu nyi  
yur lop mo cyp kur  
vit hlut su wa bba  
ma pyt hot mu six  
ryp ddu hxi mu sip  
yur lop mo nyip kur  
bbu hlut su wa bba  
ma hot ngot wa six  
yur lop mo suo kut  
hxi mu su wa bba  
syr hot tur wa six  
sit mgep zu wu nyi  
nbie mgep di wu hxit  
yur wa ly kut nge kut lox hxi ne  
pup shep li mu vut  
nyo she li mu kex  
sy hot si hot ly pie yu  
sy hxi six hxi ly ji mgo 
sy xie six xie ly cup vit  
sy ke six ke ly cup shyp  
sy mu six mu ly ma zzy  
pup nra li mo ddix  
nyo nra li mo ddix  
gge ddur gge jji rot da nbie  
nbie lop jot tur mu ggur ssop  
yyx o yyx hmy rot da nbie  
nbie lop jot tur mu ggur ssop  
ap jjy ddix vop ne  





gge nbie hlep nbie 
 
Shooting Down Suns and Moons 
 
 
zhy ge a lu nyi  
ggex nbie li mo ddix  
hlep nbie li mo ddix  
sy hot si hot tur  
sy hxi si hxi mgo  
miep lie nda bbo i qix hxit da nbie  
ggex nbie gge map ssop  
hlep nbie hlep map ssop  
nda yur op gup wu 
wax la cyp nyip ne  
vot mo syp wo i qix hxit da nbie  
ggex nbie gge map ssop  
hlep nbie hlep map ssop  
vot mop syp wo o yur hmy gep zzur  
sip la tur lur yy ga ne  
jy syr i qi hxit da nbie  
ggex nbie gge map ssop  
hlep nbie hlep map ssop  
jy syr dda juo wu  
sip la tur lur bbo hmy ne  
ma bbo i qix hxit da nbie  
gge nbie gge map ssop  
hlep nbie hlep map ssop  
ma o suop zyt ggut  
sip la tur lur bbo jjut ne  
te bbo i qix hxit da nbie  
gge nbie gge map ssop  
hlep nbie hlep map ssop 
te kie cyt ap ni  
la lox tur lur bbo o ne  
ssup la shut bbo i qix hxit da nbie  
ggex nbie gge ssop lox 
hlep nbie hlep ssop lox 
bbo o ssup la shut zzur guot nyie wu 
ssup la shut bbo nyi  
chur wa mo suo hlep 
pip ndup pip yi cur  
lip yi shy vut zzur  
vo co dur mu bba  
nyix wa mo suo hlep  
bbox o bbo tot zzur  
nyi yo dur mu bba  
gge nbie ggex di zzi  
ggex di nyo jji zzi  
hlep nbie hlep di zzi  
hlep di pa py zzi  
gge fut hlep shyp li  
zhy ge ax lu nbie  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
lur juo shy vut ssyr 
shyp mu nge jjyx ne  
shy yur ddip gop hox  
ba yur lur bbop yyp  
yo mu ap hly yyp  
bbut vup tep hly yyp  
zha bu le shet yyp  
zhy ge ax lu nyi 
cyp nyip shy ndup li  
shy ndup lot jy hox  
ndup lop ddip vut ssyr  
cyp nyip ba ndup li  
ba ndup lot bbu yyp  
ndup lop ddip tot ssyr  
yo mu ndup ddur die  
ndip qu ggu wa ssyr  
zha bu ndup xy ggut  






gge di hlep di gu 
 
Calling Out Single Sun and Single Moon 
 
 
cyp wa mo ggup jjux  
gge po gguot nuo vur  
hlep po gge wa qo  
ggu nyip gge ap ddur  
ggu hxot hlep ap ddur  
shyp mu nuo zzyt zzyp  
ax mo lep ggep ggap vut nyi  
ngep le ngex le nyi  
va shet a mgot ggap vut njuo  
ngep le ngex le njuo  
shut dut nyox ho cha  
da mux mo zze  
 
ba ke ap rra yur  
di jy hlep wa nyi  
di qu diex nuo jju  
zze pup mu zyr nyi  
ke vu ddo suo gu  
ba ke ap rra nyi  
o wap nzup hni cur 
nzup hni wu mu vit  
jjut wap nzup shy cur  
nzup shy wu mu vit  
xy wap nzup jjut qu  
nzup jjut qu mu vit  
vat bu qu yu zy  
ggex gu hlep dit shup 
gge hlex ddop map hna  
vat bu nzup ggu jjie  
ggu yiet ggu xip tat  
he yit cyp zi yu  
gge di nyuo jji bbyx 
ggex sse nyuo mu da  
suo nyip gu mu ket  
ggex sse gu ddur la  
ggex sse jjut cur da  
mu ket mu ti zyt  
vat bu gu zox da 
shep dep vat bu gu  
gge zzy gge jie gu ; 
map hlep vat bu gu  
gge hlut gge do gu  
ggep zzi vat bu gu  
gge shyx ggex sha gu  
suo hxot gux mu ti  
hlep sse gu ddur la  
hlep sse pa pyt cha  
hlep sse jjut cur da  
mu yy mu dduo zyt  
ke qu vot zo da  






vo nre sse ci nyix 
 
Twelve Branches of Snow 
 
 
ip si mo a hle  
nge nyiet nip jjup ci  
nge jjiet wu li ndo  
qot la dut mu jjie  
ggu nyip jjie mu ket , 
ggu hxot jjie mu ti  
nyip jjie gu nyie wu  
si jjie bbop lo wu  
mo mu cyp mu jjie  
mux dde cyp mu jjie  
pup jjip la mix jjie  
pat jjip la mix jjie  
qot la qot la mu  
qot la ge wo sse zzi jjip  
dde vit ap lit lip  
hly pur si ggo zy  
pup jjip la dda wu  
pup jjip la map dda  
shyp jjip la dda wu  
shyp jjip la map dda  
di shy di hni zy  
shyp mu nge jjy sha  
jjut jjip la dda wu 
jjut jjip la map dda . 
mgat jjip la dda wu  
mgat jjip la map dda  
jjy bu he mop zy  
shyp mu nge jjyx sha 
jjut jjip la dda wu  
jjut jjip la map dda  
mgat jjip la dda wu  
mgat jjip la map dda  
vo shy vo hni zy  
shyp mu nge jjyx sha  
jjut jjip la dda wu  
jjut jjip la map dda  
qot la qot la mu  
ssup sse vo ge tit da yur  
ssup sse vo ge nyi  
cyp cyr co nyi hmup  
nyip cyr co hxit hmup  
suo cyt te pup hmup  
ly cyt bbox o hmup  
nge cyt mo mu xi  
shyp ly a shyx ly  
ngep le a ngep le  
jjup yi wa jjux yi  
hxip li wa hxix li  
suop nyie wa sot nyie  
gup sy wa gux lyr  
o wa zha wu ke  
jjut wa jjip yo ke  
hnap bbit syt syp ke  
it vur jjup bbip ke  
quo bbup ddi jyp lit ke  
xy pot bbut vup ke  
jjut jjip la ddax wu  
jjut jjip la map dda  
mgat jjip la dda wu 
mgat jjip la map dda  
cyp wa ggup jjux ne  
ssup sse vo ge tut  
bbu nyip mop bbu xi zy  
nge nyiet hna li shux  
bbu nyip mop bbu xi nyi  
li si shyp mu nge hxat jox  
nge tit gu nzy bba zyr i qi nyi  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
bbu shu bbu fi yi xi la ox ddix 
cy cyt suo jjop mu  
ox cyt lur bbop tup  
jjut cyt yy wa sha  
hmy cyt ssup wa sha  
wa la shyp nyip ci suo jjip wa ne  
nge tit gu nzy xyp mop nyuo zzyp bbu yit vur 
nge tit gu nzy tut  
xix jjip hne nge ddi  
bi gu bi shex mu  
kut hna kut si mu  
kie o suo jo wu 
kie hmy suox jo wu  
kie jjut suox jo wu  
kie jjut bi it lop  
bip mop yi ap jjo  
bix sse yi jjo lox  
bi sse gat ga nyi  
tep yy shy lyr pur  
tep yy ddop ndit lox  
ma nza ddop ti lox  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox 
ssup sse vo ge tut  
bbu nyip mop bbu xi zy  
hnop jiet bi bbo li lo  
hnop cyt suo jjop mu  
o cyt lur bbop tup  
jjut cyt yy go gep  
hmy cyt ssup wa sha  
nge tit gu nzy xyp mop nyi  
nyuo zzyp bbu yit vur su cyp yy ddi yip ddix  
cy wag gup jjux ne  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
hxie sse wu zzi zy  
lur fu suo jo wu  
lur hmy suo jo wu  
bur la lur jjut ke da shep 
bbu nyip mop i qi lur vut rrur ddep lox 
wax la shop sse wu zzi zy  
yyx o suo jo wu  
yyx hmy suo jo wu  
bur la yy jjut ke da shep  
jjut shep jjut ap wep  
wa ne shex ke ssex zzi zy  
ssup fu suo jo wu  
ssup hmy suo jo wu  
bur la ssup jjut ke da shep  
bbu nyip mop hmy ssup vut rrur ddep lox  
hnut pop ap nrep zzur  
ap nrep qu xi zzy  
chap pot vop sa zzur  
vop sa shy xi mgo  
sip la zot da ox  
o hmy nyip ma a di zot jjy ge  
bbu nyip mop ap my jjut ap ndit su cyp yy ddi  
cyp wa ggup jjux ne  
bi bbox sip la ve  
shyp mu nge jjy xi  
miep la cyp gge mu  
vot nyi yu da pup  
vot sse yu da zzie  
o wa zha wu ke su lyt  
syr zzur ggu wa sha  
wax la cyp gge mu  
wop mop yu da pup  
wox sse yu da zzie  
jjut wa jjip yo ke su lyt 
vat hni ggu wa sha  
hnap bbit syr syp ke su lyt  
lo ggux la dda sha  
it vur jjup bbip ke su lyt  
za xy bbo vut zip  
quo bbup jjip zy ke su lyt 
ddip gop ddie nyuo sha  
njit ggu ap hly ke su lyt  
syr xy lur vut sha  
wa la cyp gge mu  
vot bbu yu da kep  
va zyr yu da zzie  
xy pot bbut vup ke su lyt  
za nuo bbo wa sha  
jjut jjip la ddax wu  
jjut jjip la map dda  
mgat jjip la ddax wu 
mgat jjip la map dda  
cyp wag ggup jjux ne  
nge nyiet gep jjip la  
gep chyp suo kut jjip 
hxuot qu suo nzy dep  
shyp mu nge hxat yur  
vo hni suo bbo jjip  
ggu nyip jjie mu ket  
ggu hxot jjie mu ti  
pup jjip la mix jjie  
pat jjip la mix jjie  
zhot qu ggu gge mu  
zhot nuo ggu gge hop wa ne  
njot jjip wo zip la  
vo jjip not zip la  
hly pur sot zip la  
hxa jjix sy zip la  
jy zzur nyuo zip la  
qot la vo jjip la  
vo nre sse ci nyix  
 
vo nre sse ci nyix  
sy nyi su fut xip  
sy ap nyi su fut xip  
sy ap nyi su fut xip ne  
cyp nre lox ne ry  
ryp ddu op nuo ggo  
ndip qu ggu wa dip  
ry zzur suo hxa pu  
nyip nre lox ne syr  
ba lat vo nre sse  
suo nre lox ne shut  
shut zzur bbo nyiet dip  
ly nrep lox bbyp zy  
bbyp zy qie jjie nyi vo nre  
nge nrep lox ne put 
put nuo vo nre sse  
put ggo zyp wa dip  
fut nrep lox le hxo  
syr xy vat vu dip  
 
sy nyi fut xi ne  
cyp nrep lop ne ba  
ba hxo suo mox ggo  
zyp ho liet tuo dip  
ba hxo sse yy li 
uo ba nyuo mgu jjip  
za nuo ho wa dip  
ba hxo sse gat li  
uox ba qi hni jjip  
zyp ho liet tuo dip  
ba hxo sse nyop li  
uox ba jjyp lup jjip  
lip yi shy vut dip  
ba hxo suo hxa pux  
nyip nrep lox ne shy  
shy nge sse yy ggo  
lu nzy lu mop jjip 
vat hni ggu wa dip  
shy nge sse gat ggo  
shy go bbo hlut jjip  
za bbo hxo wa dip  
shy nge ssep nyop ggo  
bbup jjie ke hni jjix  
za ho liet vur dip  
shy nge suo hxa pux  
suo nre lox ne dit  
ddur ndit vo mu jjip  
mu ggu dit sse jjix  
di qu bbo nyiet dip  
ddur ndit nzy mop li  
shut nyi vop le jjix  
die pa shuo nuo dip  
ddur ndit sux yy li  
mu vut ggup shy jjip  
ggup chox cho hxo dip  
dit hxo sse gat li  
jot hxo jot ddi jjip  
jot hxo sse yy li  
jot nuop op gge jjip  
shut zzur bbo nyiet dip  
jot hxo sse gat li  
jot qu bbo hlut jjip  
shuo nuo bbo wa dip  
jot hxo ssep nyop li 
ba yi ddur jjuo jjix  
mu ke dop wa vo  
dit sse ssep nyop li  
hlep zhy ddur hni jjix  
ga lo li pit dip  
ly nre lox ne wo  
wox nuo suo mox ggo  
lox ggu ssup wa dip  
wo nuo suo hxa pux  
nge nre lox ne nyut 
nyut hni suo mox ggo  
syr xy ggu wa dip  
nyut ggo suo hxa pu  
fut nre lox ne co  
co go zzyt mu dip  
zzyt mu co zzur du  
 
cyp wa mox ggup jjux  
vo nre ly qip ci  
ndip tu ggu wa hnox  
jut sse it qip ddix  
jut sse mgur da vur  
cyx vur pat ap la  
jut sse ga gox sha  
ap hly ba yi mgur da vur  
cyx vur pat ap la  
ap hly ba yi ga guo sha  
ax hxie nyuo ssyt mgur da vur  
cyx vur pat ap la  
ax hxie nyuo ssyt ga guo sha  
lo ggux la dda jox  
syp ga bbup hlup mgur da vur go ne  
zyt die ax zyt die  
hne die ax hne die  
lot xy zot sse sup  
xy ka vo le pup  
lix hmo hap syr tot  
pup shu max nba hxi  
nyuo sut syr ggo qu  
nyuo ma yyp ti hat  
mu gie mu tot li  
hxa li ax nuo gie  
mu jjo suo hxa pu  
cyp wa ggup jjux ne  
ggu shy ggup hxit qo 
ge yy yi yy hnox  
uox ba ne le dut gga jjy ndop  
sse yy uo mur nyi  
vo nre shy lip jox  
ne i duo gga hxa sha  
yi yy i hxip nex ge mo  
tit da vo nre shy lip duo  
gga hxa qy da lox  
sse yy uo mur nyi  
vo nre shy lip jox ne yip su  
jjyp jop shuo hma qi  
qi go gge su ne  
yi yy nge yip ddix  
hxat jop kur bbur iet sa go ne  
ge yy nge yip ddi  
cy hxip vo nre shy lip ge  
tit da shuo hma qix  
qi go vo nre shy lip shop hno ox  
ax pa ggu shy ggu  
hxit ne ge yy hnox  
shuo hma qix qi ax jji cyp luo tur  







shyp ly wo te ssy 
 
Genealogy of Shyly Wote 
 
 
ip si mo a hle  
vo nre shy lap nyi  
cyp cyr sse yur pat ap mo  
shy lap nzy nyip cyr sse yur pat ap mo  
nzy wap ddip lip suo cyt sse yur pat ap mo  
ddip lip su nie ly cyrt sse yur pat ap mo  
su nie a shut nge cyt sse yur pat ap mo  
a shut a wop fut cyr sse yur pat ap mo  
ap wop shyp lyp shyp cyr sse yur pat ap mo  
shyp lyp wo te hxit cyr sse yur pat ap mo  
shyp ly wox te nyi  
pat vy li mo ddix  
pat shep li mo ddix  
zy su ggu yuo qo  
qu ot ggu zi sip  
shy ot ggu zi sip  
qu mo ggu jie wu 
shy mo ggu jie wu  
ox jju qu jie hnop  
ap hlep shy jie hnop  
nip zur bbo nyiet dep  
shuo zzur bbo nyiet mga  
shuo zzur bbo nyiet dep  
vat mgep lie vut mga  
vat mgep lie vut dep 
cyp chop ci chop mga  
ggu chox wu hxo mga  
ggu chox wu hxo dep  
cyp rrop ci rrop mga  
a jjo hxo mu mga  
vy wap zyp gup qu  
yi wap jie zhyr shy  
vat mgep kep hxa ne  
syr o hnix zzo wu  
jy zhu nge hxo lo  
vyp lot cyp gep shuo  
ap njit nge ddep lox  
yip lot cyp gep shuo  
syp pyt nge ddep lox  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
dep la yox te jjiet lie xi  
nzy wa ddip ndup tut 
nzy hni shy si nyi  
yit chyp tit nyi lo  
dep la cyp ddop ti  
mu kex su o hlit  
hxat go li mix ddix  
ket la ip mi ne  
ket nyi ip ddu mgep  
map ket ip ddu mgep  
jjip yo ddix map ket  
vat hni mox ne ket  
hxa nuo ddix map ket  
syr o mox ne ket  
nyi yo ddix map ket  
hlut su sip la ket  
jut sse ddix map ket  
ndip qu mox ne ket  
sho sse ddix map ket  
nie yy mox ne ket  
hlit sse ddix map ket  
lip yi mox ne ket  
ket la ip mi ne  
ket nyi ip ddu mgep  
map ket ip ddu mgep  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
pat vy li mo ddix  
pat shep li mo ddix  
ket nyi map mgep vex  
map ket map mgep vex yip ddix  
nzy hni shyx si ne  
mu kex su ox hlit  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
map lyt ke suo cup  
map jie syr suo dda  
map chyp yit suo hox  
map zze ce suo jip  
cyx li tur mu ti  
vit xiep op wa da  
xie o nguo wa nguo nyip pyr  
cyp pyr ap lut su xix ti  
vit xiep jjut wa da  
xie yyr ma fut dur fut hxa nyip ma  
vit xiep hmy wa da  
xie njyr ma nyip ma  
cyp ma ap lut su xix ti  
cyx gge ne gie dox vep ne  
nzy hni shy si nit ddip jjip ox ddix  
gie li ap dop ne  
qux jie shy jie tit da bbu ox ddix  
nyi dur yo hxa tit da bbu ox ddix  
shyp lap wo te nyi  
nzy hni shy si gie ddop bit ap dop  
cy wag gup jjux ne  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
qu jie shy jie tit da bbu  
nyi dur yo hxa tit da bbu  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
mu lux po ap wep  
bur la nyi nge mop a lat hna  
nyi nge mop a lat syp ddep lox  
nyi nge mop a lat hxip go ne  
map lyt ke suo cup  
a ddu nyiet mguo ti  
map gu yie bbop nyi  
nda xy shup bu ti 
map jie syr suo dda  
yi vut nip jjup ti  
map chyp yit suo ho  
mu vut six si ti  
map nbie sha suo yo  
bbox o hxuot shy ti  
map zze ce suo jip  
lo hnot zzup wu ti  
vit xie o wa da  
xie o xie wa nguo nyip pyr su 
li                                                                                                                                                         
                                                           
cie fu hla bba ti  
vit xie jjut wa da  
xie yyr ma fut dur fut hxa nyip ma su li  
vot nyi li bbux ti  
vit xie hmy wa da  
xie njyr ma nyip ma su li  
yy nyi bba zyr ti  
gie ddop nge get cy hxip tit ge sat  
cy wag gup jjux ne  
shyp lap wox te vi  
qu jie shy jie tit da ggut  
nyi dur yo hxa tit da ggut  
yo mop hop jjiep zzi  
hop jiep hox nze ma  
ap ggut ap hxit su  
yo mop hnap zzy zzi  
hnap zzy zhep nbop ma  
ap ggut ap hxit su  
yop mop ji njy zzi  
ji njy nyi la ma  
ap ggut ap hxit su  
cy wag gup jjux ne  
nzy hni shy si nyi  
shyp lap wox te jox  
shyp mu nge jjy li  
a qy ka nrat wu  
it pu i ap mgo  
ne bur nyip nge mo a lat hna yy ddix  
nyip nge mop a lat nyi  
shyp lap wo te jox  
nip mgo kat go dit  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
i mgo ho xy dit yip ddix  
nip bi kat go zip yip ddix  
i bi yy go zip yip ddix  
nyi nge mop a lat nyi  
shyp lap wox te jox  
nip mgo ho xy dit ap get  
nip mgo yi vut dit get nge  
nip bi yy go gep ap get  
nip bi vat vur zip get nge  
yix ne sse yur pat mo la yip ddix  
cy wag gup jjux ne  
nyi nge mop a lat nyi  
nyix su nyix rre bbyp  
hxit su hxit zzax zha  
mga rre mu vut shyp su bbyp  
bbyp rre lat bbu nuo su bbyp  
nzy hni shy si yu  
shyp lap wox te bbyp  
nzy hni shyx si nyi  
shyp lap wo te jox  
mu kex su o hlit  
lep ggep ax bbo sse  
le sit le zze vip nge wu  
ga hxa nzy ddu nyi da la  
nyi ndup yo zze vip nge wu  
cyt lap vi ddu nyi da la  
vot sit vot zze vi nge wu 
yi mo jji ddu nyi da la  
va qyt va zze vip nge wu  
ga pa pur ddu nyi da la  
mu ke su o hlit  
lep ggep a bbo sse  
ot li nbie ga nbie ddat ko  
jjut li wop bbop zziep hlu ko  
tot li qy nyie le nyie ko da ggep  
qu mu shy ta sip da ggep  
nyi mop yo hxa sip da ggep  
su mu a bbo sse  
ne qo lox jjiet lop xi shu mat  
miep li li kox nzi la mat  
wa li lot ke nzi la mat  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
hne wo dur lyp wu  
shyp lap wo te bop  
a qy su nrat yu  
shyp lap wox te bbyp  
shyp lap wo te nyi  
jjyt hxop qo ap hna  
nbie hxop qo ap hna  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
shy fu lie qur si  
shy nuo jjut di ggat  
hlat xy za gep dut  
nzup tip jie ho shyt  
at qy nyip nrat ka ap hna  
mu ap ti mu da dep  
bbo o bbo tot mga  
ssyt hxo lat hni ssex zzi yu  
shyp lap wo tep hlo  
hlo yu nyi ap hna  
hlo zze nyi ap hna  
shyp lap wo tep nyi  
mu ap ti mu da dep  
ndip qu ggu wa mga  
ndip qu jut sse ssex zzi yu  
shyp lap wo te hlo  
hlo yu nyi ap hna  
hlo zze nyi ap hna  
shut zzur bbo nyiet mga  
hxa nuo ssex zzi yu  
shyp ly wox te hlo  
hlo yu nyi map hna  
hlo zze nyi map hna  
vat nyi ggu wa mga  
jjip yo sse zzi yu  
shyp ly wox te hlo  
hlo yu nyi map hna  
hlo zze nyi map hna  
nie yy ggu wa mga  
hxep shy ssex zzi yu  
shyp lap wox te hlo  
hlo yu nyi map hna  
hlo zze nyi map hna  
nip zzur bbo nyiet mga  
nyu shy o hlut ssex zzi yu  
shyp lap wox te hlo  
hlo yu nyi map hna  
hlo zze nyi map hna  
wa la cyp nyip ne  
vut ma shyx qi yu  
shyp lap wox te bbyp  
shyp lap wox te nyi  
jjyt hxop qop hna vex  
nbie hxop qop hna vex  
jjy zzy lot lop sip  
lot li bop gge wu 
hxi mgo nzup go cha  
nzup ma bur lyp wu 
vut ma shyx qi ka hna vep  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
pup shep li mo ddix  
nyo shex li mo ddix  
wo hni vex le tit da yur  
vex le qot bu sse suo lox 
qot bu jjut zzi jjup  
qot bu jjut hni jjup  
qot bu jjut mu zzur  
jjut mu sse suo yur  
jjut mu sse suo nyi  
le nuo bbox shy hnop  
pop yip yit syp ji  
shuo hma la da ji  
mgep hni syr ggut zzyr  
sip li a ggat ndip tuo mo  
jjut mu sse suo nyi 
op nyip mo da lox  
wa nyix bur da lox  
jjut mu sse suo nyi  
qu mu nge jjix jji yip ddix  
wax la cyp nyip ne  
mu qux li mo ddix  
gga mguo li mo ddix  
tit da qu go ne  
bbox zze mop su burx nuo xyx fu ma  
vot nyi a shy sip  
mux bur njuo su nge ddep lox  
jjut mu sse yy hxip  
yu da sit mo ddix  
jjut mu sse hlit hxip  
yu da ndup mod dix  
jjut mu ssep nyop hxip  
yu da hna mo ddix  
jjut mu ssep nyop nyi  
cyp vyt vu nyix jop  
sit nyi go tat sit  
ndup nyi go tat ndup  
cyx nyi cy ap ndit yip jox jjip  
yu da hna mo ddix  
bbox zze mop su max su jox  
ne hxip ix ge la ssox ddix  
bbo zze mop su hxip  
i nop ax pu ap bbo nge yip ddix  
sit nyi i tat sit  
ndup nyi i tat ndup  
i hxip nex ge mo  
mu lyp shu kut ne  
nop jox hlut mu mo tat qip ddix su  
shyp mu nge hxa jox  
shur huo ggu ma pi  
shyp mo nge jjy sha mo ddix  
shyp mu yyp zo nbyt mo ddix  
jjut mu ssep nyop bur da hna  
xix jjip hne nge yip ddix  
ax pu mop su hxip  
shyp mu nge hxat jox  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
mgep shy a yur ndip su nge  
sy sse a bbux hmi max su  
nge tit gu nzy zy  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
hly va rep yy shux  
shyp mu nge jjyx ne  
sse di shuo fut hmi ma lie guo ddip wo lat yip gge  
ddip wo lat yip nyi  
hly va shep yy lox  
shuo fut gep sha yy  
sse di shuo fut li  
yo ce dop bbo lox  
ddip wo lat yip nyi  
cy la ix go xi  
shuo fut ax mo ne  
it sse shuo fut li  
jjyx lur she lur zze su ddix  
shex lur cy duo lat yip zha  
ddip wo lat yip nyi  
i vop jot yiep yot zze co nge  
jjyx lur shex lur zze ap bbyp ddix  
cy nzyt she lur dit  
cy po hxi jox bbo  
sse di shuo fut nyi  
yo ce dop wa ne  
yop mop ma ce fu  
cy duo iet vur nyie six la  
cep hlo jix su cy duo lie bba ggot six la  
shuo fut la six yi go xi  
cyp ax mo zza yu zha go ne  
shuo fut ddip go ne  
i nyip bbu sy bbu si xix ma jjip it zza go dit ap jji o ddix  
cyp ax mo hxip gox ge  
shyp mu nge hxat zyx sse ma  
ne gep la ddix ngat ddip xix la lox  
nit zza ggex su nga duo gox zha lox  
gox zze ap dop mu bbo ox 
sse di shuo fut nyi  
cyp sse mo qy xix ji yip ddix  
cy mgot hnop yi jjyx xi  
ddip wo lat yip nbot  
syr jjop ji go it ddep lox  
shuo fut gep gu qy lie ssyt tit zip lox  
zyt wu vat zha kup ma la ke re  
cy wep mo ndox ox  
cy hxip zyp jut ge  
zyp jut hxip nge tit gu nzy ge  
nge tit gu nzy hxip go ne  
kep mu nyi bbyp lup sse chy ndup su nge ddix  
cy shep bbyp lup sse chy cur  
bby lup sse chy nyi  
i ap nge ox ddix  
map ndip hlut qu bbo go da xi 
nge tit gu nzy bop mod dix  
i jjyx li jjy yix ne  
map ndip hlut qu bbo go  
ggu syr zzurx nyi nuo  
ggu lur zzur nyi nuo  
jjyx li ap jjy ne  
ggu syr zzurx nyi qu  
ggu lur zzurx nyi qu su nge yip ddix  
ap my map ndip hlut qu bbo max su  
qux zyr wu su cyp yy ddi  
ddip wo lat yip li  
dde bbu cy ap jji mu  
sse di shuo fut ndup sy su nge ddep lox  
shyp mu nge hxat tut 
ddip wo lat yip ndip su nge yip ddix  
ap mo shur huo ggu ma pi 
shyp mu nge jjy sha mo ddix  
nyu nyip ne mu nzyr  
lat nyip ne mu ngo  
tep hlep nyip mu gu  
lu nyip ne hxa jjix  
shy nyix ne shyx yy  
ddip yy nbo mo ddix  
jjut mu sse yy ne  
sse yy ddop yy hxip  
she ggo ma cur it  
zyt mop luot gguo ku wa dit  
shop mop yie hlyt hxix wa dit ddep lox  
jjut mu sse hlie ne  
sse hlie ddop hlie hxip  
jjy ggo ma cur it  
she ddu she la ku wa dit  
shop mop yie hlyt hxi wa dit  
jjut mu ssep nyop ne  
ssep nyop ddop nyop hxip  
syr ggo ma cur it  
zyt mop luot gguo hxi wa dit  
shop mop yie hlyt ku wa dit ddep lox  
wax la shyp mu yyp zo nbyt go ne  
jjut mu sse yy si nip sse hlie nyix ne yy nyop bbo  
jjut mu sse nyop ne  
kut nuo hlep nuo ma  
lyp nuo ka ma ku wa dit 
va qip qu ma mgop  
iet vur lap vut zip  
va vur nyip zi cyx nyip jjip go ne  
va mop fur ddip fur  
va sse zy ddip zy go ne  
nit syr ggo tit da pop ddep lox  
wax la shyp mu yyp zo nbyt go ne  
jjut mu ssep nyop nyi  
nuo yy mu vut xi  
vu wu mu vut njuo 
jjut mu ssep nyop nyi  
yy bbu si mop hxop lur nyiet bbo go ndo  
va qip qu max su  
va mop fur ddip fur  
va sse zy ddip zy  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
ip ko tit da pop  
shyp mu nge hxat jox  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
jo la nge jjyx hxep go ne  
lur nuo chyt hxo bbo , 
chyt ma hxit dde zzi  
ap bbu ci lo bbo  
cie ji hxit dde zzi  
shuo nuo bbo ax ddu  
ax jjux hxit dde zzi  
te ka mu nuo bbo  
mu ma hxit dde zzi  
ie yip nga ha bbo  
yop lyp vat sha bbo 
yo ma hxit dde zzi  
mup ho hxo pu bbo  
mup bbo zzur dde zzi  
jyp lyp jyp ssyt bbo  
ssyt ma hxit dde zzi  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
cy jo cyp wa hxep  
ax hxie yy sip la  
cy wu qop mu da  
jjip yo yy sip la  
cy wu qop mu da  
bbu shy yy sip la  
cy wu qop mu da  
uox ba yy sip la  
cy wu qop mu da  
hxa nuo yy sip la  
cy wu qop mu da  
hxap nu yy sip la  
cy wu qop mu da  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
ax hxie ry bbo shep  
ryp ddu mu dut cy  
hxap bu syr gup mgur  
sip la mup dut jie  
shyp mu nge hxat tut  
jo lop shyp mu nge jjyx hxep  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
nzy op lur nyiet bbo  
mu gu yix vu fup nzy go ddur yip sy ddix  
shyp mu nge hxat tut ddip go  
hxep ap jji jox jjip ddix  
ggu nyip hxep mu ket  
ggu hxot hxep mu ti  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
ap hly ne cyp ma  
a lat ne nyip ma  
nzy mop ne suo yuo  
jjyx qo nzy op lur nyiet bbo go hxep yy shu  
co nge co ap nge jjix wu 
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
sse yy gge uo mur hxep go ne  
got ndit got ndit jjyx do zzur mo ddix 
sy nyi sy nyi jjyx dox zzur mo ddix  
ap syr suo bbup jjyx do zzur mo ddix  
xyp yu jjut mu vu wu bbyp mo ddix  
nge tit gu nzy ap my yu mo ddix  
hxa nuo ix li wu dox yip ddix  
po li po ap jjo  
bbu shy ix li wu ap dop  
ddut li nyi yip ddix  
jjip yo i li wu ap dop 
ddut li nyi yip ddix 
co wo li shyp mu nge hxat fur sha li  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
nge jjyx lu ddu fur map hna  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
bur la qop ddip do  
hxa nuo zy shu li  
bbu shy hxa nuo gup li ggur  
ax hxie hxa nuo ddur zyr nyie  
jjip yo hxa nuo pup shu rryp 
ho ddip nge jjyx dep  
bu ddip nge hxat ssit  
ax hxie yi vut rryp  
nip jjup ax hxie nzyt sip la  
bbu shy ga mo ssit  
nzy mop jix xy bbu shy tur lox la  
jjip yo ggap vut rryp  
nzy ap my hni tuo jjip yo cyt  
nge tit gu nzy ne  
kut hna kut si mu  
bi gu bi she mu  
bi mu ddop ti go  
syp lu ci nyix xi  
nge jjyx vu wu jjo  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
jjut mu vu wu nzy ddu na vi bbyx yip ddix  
nge tit gu nzy gu nzy nyi  
shyp zup nrat mu zy  
jjut mu vu wu hna la shu  
jjut mu vu wu ne  
nzy mop ji xy hna ap bbyx jjy wu yip ddix  
jjut mu vu wu ne  
nga jjut mu vu wu nyi  
na vi cy bbyx nyi  
sy vi cy ap bbyp yip ddix  
nga jjut mu vu wu gup bop mix ggup ddur wu ap jji  
ngat xip wu ma nyi  
tep hlep mu jji mux dde go it da  
mo my go zzat su sup o ddix  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
byx zzy ax lu zy  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
jjut mu vu wu hna la shu  
jjut mu vu wu ne  
jjip yo cyt su li syp wu 
bbu shy tur su li syp wu 
nip jjup ax hxie nzyt su li syp wu ddix  
sse yy uo mur ddip go ne  
syp li ap sy go  
po li jjo yip ddix  
nzy ap my hni tuo jjut mu vu wu bbyp yix ne  
nzy mop ji xy sa rro wu ox ddix  
byx zzy ax lu nyi  
bur lop nge hxat xi  
nge tit gu nzy jox  
nit ap my jjut mu vu wu bbyp yix ne  
ddax ne nzy mop ji xy sa  
ap dda nzy ap my lot sa yip ddix  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
byx zzy ax lu nyi  
bur lop nge jjy xi  
jjut mu vu wu jox  
nzy ap my hni tuo  
jjut mu vu wu bbyp ox ddix  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
ix li ddur mu ddur ap ndit  
ix li nge tit gu nzy ap my yu ap dop ddix  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
jjyx ssi she ssi dur  
shyp mu nge jjy sha  
jjut mu vu wu mga mu cur  
jjy shy he shy qy  
shyp mu nge jjyx sha  
jjut mu vu wu mga mu cur  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
ix li nzy mop rre ap wep ox ddix  
chyt nuo qu ma sip  
nzy mop rre mu li mo ddix  
chyt nuo qu ma sux 
sip le hxop bbo go kep  
chyt bbu le hxop mo ne qie  
nzy ap my hni tuo cyp go yy  
ap my sat vu mox ne yy su cyp xip ti 
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
sse yy uo mur zy  
miep lie cyp nyip li  
li nyi kat cy hxot  
bur nyip sup cy hxot  
wax la cyp nyip li  
li nyip sup cy hxot  
bur nyip kat cy hxot  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
bbu cyt uo ba syp ddep lox , 
bbu shy tur su li  
op qy kat  
le she kat ddep lox  
jjip yo cyt su li  
hly vo sip la hxot ; 
nip jjup a hxie nzyt su li  
hxie po lur vut vur  
lur bbop bit da shep  
hxie qy cyp ma wep  
sip la bi ke ssop  
get lot mga wa ne  
hxie qy sip la nip jjup zip  
cy wa ggup jjux ne  
nge tit gu nzy ne  
ap my yy max su  
bbyp nyi shy bbyp la  
ggat nyi shy ggat la  
ap my hlie max su  
bbyp nyi qu bbyp la  
ggat nyi qu ggat la yip ddix  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
qu shy wep map dda  
bbyp nyi ap my nyop bbyp la  
ggat nyi ap bop ggat ddip ssox yip ddix  
nge tit gu nzy tut  
jjy xi he xi mgo  
shyp mu nge jjyx jip  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
jjy ssi he ssi dur  
shyp mu nge jjy jip  
nge jjyx nge nyiet tit dda fur  
nzy vop hni tuo yu  
jjut mu vu wu bbyp  
nzy vop hni tuo nyi  
shyp mu nge jjyx zzur  
nge tit gu nzy ne  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
it ap my bbyp mu bbyp lu ggo  
vop ly ap bbyp sy yip ddix  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
vop ni shy juo chu ox ddep lox  
i ke ap bbo mu sip yy o ddix da  
cyp hxip go  
vop byp li lur byp  
vop zze li yy zze ddix  
ap my ap jjy tat zho wu 
 
it ap my bbyp mu bbyx lu ggo  
mup ly ap bbyp sy yip ddix  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
mup ni shut bbo hmyp ox ddix  
nge tit gu nzy ne  
it ke ap bbo mu sip yy ox ddix da , 
mup shyt yu ap bu  
ga ggit ga ggo li  
mup ly nry ap qip  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
it ap my bbyp mu bbyp lu ggo  
mgep qy lyp ap bbyp yip sy ddix  
shyp mu nge jjy jox , 
mge vie shy juo wu ox ddep lox  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
it ke ap bbo mu da sip yy ox ddix  
mgep qy yyt li co hla mgot  
mgep qy zzyx li co mo ji  
mgep qy zzex li chop ap wep  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
it ap my bbyp mu bbyx lu ggo  
mup bat ap bbyp sy yip ddix  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
mup gop shyx ox pur ox ddix  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
it ke ap bbo mu sip yy ox ddix  
cy mgop go  
mup gop jjo ne shy pu sup  
syx ne ke zza ka yip ddix  
ap my ap jjy tat zho wu 
 
nzy vop hni tuo nyi  
jjut mu ssep nyop shyp  
shyp mu nge jjyx zzur  
yiex zzur suo kut jjip go ne  
sse ge suo you yur  
mu xix jjip hnex ddix  
map zy lu li zy , 
bbu si bbu wa zy  
bbu nyip mop wa zy  
bbu nyip mop bbu xi jix  
nge myiet hna li shu  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
ge su ti map hna  
bbu shu bbu fi ddi  
top bbup yu da ndup  
cy ndup jjut ggur shu la  
wa ne yie sy yie si zy  
shup bu ssex zzi zy  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
yie shu yie fi ne cyp li  
nge nyiet nge bbo zhot 
bie qie la lip yi 
xie dep tit ndup la  
shup bu ndup bbop hni  
a hlex bbop hni su  
ap my nyi bbop hni  
shy si shy wa zy  
tep hlep shy wa zy  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
bbu shu bbu fi ne cyp li  
nge nyiet nge bbo zhot  
bie qie la lip yi  
dep la tep hlep ndup  
tep hlep ndup hna bbi  
ax hlex hna bbi su  
ap my nyi hna bbi  
hxuot si hxuot wa zy  
hxuot shy nge wa zy  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
hxuot shy hxuot fi ne cyx li  
nge nyiet nge bbo zhot  
biex qie la lip yi  
dut njyt tit la lo  
po la lix ti hnox  
hxo la bbop li it da hna  
ax pu yo qo nyi  
it mu it go she  
vat bu rryr ddip gu go ne  
nge tit gu nzy xyp mop tit da jjyt  
ne jjix li jji vex ne  
kap mu ti go ap ge ddix  
hni sha bbux hmu jjo  
lot sip vop li chyt  
nga cyx nzur yy ddi 
cyx li ap nge ne  
shyp mu nge jjyx jox  
nzy op lur nyiet bbo go  
mop nyip suo dda zzit  
bo la sse ge suo you lox  
yy mge suo pup mge  
sse ge suo you lo vex ne  
cyp ddop cy ti la yip ddix  
ax pu yo qo nyi  
ddop jji i gge vep yip ddix  
bbit la ga jjyx ndop  
hnop lop tit da yu  
pup shu co mgo jyt  
hnop la he jjy lap vut njyr  
ax pu yo qo nyi  
a hlex a qu su  
cy wa ax nuo lo  
a hlex byp ap zzy  
cyp wa byp zzy lox  
ax pu yo qo sip la nge jjy ti  
jjut mu vu wu nyi  
gge lit mu ap lit  
nzy op lur nyiet bbo go da  
mop nyip suo dda zzit da bo  
yy mge suo pup mge la lo  
wo ddit wo ddo ddix  
cyx ma op tur pup po jjip  
bbap zyr mux gu di da nyi  
wa la cyp ga lo  
ax zy gi yip ddix  
cyx ma nuo su pup po jjip  
qie la max juo ix qix nyi  
cyp wa ssep nyop lo  
bi zy li gi ddix  
cyx ma hxie mgat pup po jjip  
qie la mop tup i qix nyi  
vu w sse suo you  
suo yuo suo ddop ti  
ti nyi jjy map syp  
vux vu sse suo nyi  
suo bbup suo ddix ggo  
vux vu lat yip li hxie mgat  
syp la mo ddu jjo  
lur bbop mu sat zu  
jjop jjip ka nge cy wep lox  
shuo nuo shur nzi zzur  
vux vu gi zyp li nuo su  
ry nzup mu sat zu 
ggu ci ggu hxo jo  
hxix li ap bbu ap hly jjip  
ku li qot niep ggu ho jjix  
vux vu syr sha li op zzup  
syr ki mu sat zu  
hxo mu suo zot zzur  
ku li op zzup ddix  
hxi li la ma ddix  
op zzup co xi li  
vop lo wu 
vop si shy  
vop la ma  
vop jy zzy  
vop ndip tuo  
vop zy go  
vop jjy wu  
vop bbo ddur  
vop po pi  
op zzup ggu vop mu  
mu ggu die go zzur  
hxie mgat suo vop mu  
mux suo die go zzur  
shuo qu shuo nuo lox  
shuo zzur ci nyix xi 
shuo zzur mu ly ddip wa put  
nuo su cyp vop mu  
mu cyp dit go zzur  
jjut mu vux wu nyi  
xyp yu nyip zi cyx kur jjip go ne  
hni tuo na ddix ddop gge la  
jjut mu vux vu nyi  
zy su suo yuo qo  
chyt bbu nuo ma yu  
hnix tuo mgup la mix  
vux vu nge jjy bur  
hxot mop dep xi la  
hxuot la he ap mo  
hxo mop dep hnox la  
vop la fur ap mo  
pip yi qu bba la  
bbu la hmu ap mo  
hxuot he nyi sse yy  
vop fur nyi sse gat  
bbux hmu nyi ssep nyop  
fur rre bbyp go li  
bbu sit rre map bbyp  
fur zza zha go li  
bbut vup zza ap zha  
bbu sit ap gur zze  
ddiep bbur ddip nyuo tur  
hox jjix ly vop hnox  
bbut vup ddip wa mga  
la si hxuot xyx tur  
hxuot ci mu wa zip  
nge nyiet ssex zzi tit da bbu  
bbu sit bbut vup ap nge ne  
nge jjyx nge nyiet fur yip sy  
nge tit gu nzy nyi  
shyp mu nge jjy jox  
bbu sse bbu mu guo  
hlur sse hlur mu guo  
cyx nyi ap gur zze vep ddix  
cyp nyip ge yy pop  
cyp nyip yi yy pop  
syp la mo yy nge yip ddix  
sip la tur lur bbox o ne  
hxat li shy zhep da  
jjut li qu zhep da  
xy hmy syr zhep ma zhep da  
ggu syr ggu lur cyx ndo ge  
ggu hxop ggu vat cyx ndo ge  







op zzup cyt 
 
Ozzu (Tibetan) Lineages 
 
 
vux wu syr sha li op zzup  
op zzup jy jie ggo 
jy jie si dix ggo  
si di bbo jjux ggo  
bbo jjux pop jy ggo  
nuo yy hxi die dip  








op zzup mux che 
 
Ozzu (Tibetan) Migrations 
 
 
nuo yy hxix die che  
nuo yy ku die ssop  
nuo yy kux die che  
hly zhur yy zzy ssop  
hly zhu yy zzy che  
jot lo la dda ssop  
jot lo la dda che  
vo mu jjox mop ssop  
vo mu jjo mop che  
vyt jie yy dda ssop  
vyt jie yy dda che  
ax jie zzix go ssop  
ax jie zzix go che  
vo le jjox mop ssop  
vo le jjox mop ne  
lyx nyi cyx ma ly  
wep nyi cyx ma wep  
op zzup zzur pup tit go jjip  
cyx ne op zzup mux che nge  
tot li shy guo jie  
ot li shy mop tup  






hxie mgat cyt 
 
Hxiemga (Han) People’s Lineage 
 
 
vux vu lat yip li hxie mgat  
lap yip lap ly ggo  
lap ly lap ma ggo  
lap ma gu zy ggo  
gu zy vu yie ggo  
vu yie lap yie ggo  
lap yie gup lu ggo  
gup lu gup jo ggo  
gup jo pup nbo ggo  
pup nbo pup ap ggo  
pup vit ax vie ggo  
ax vie nie yy ggo  
nie yy a ggep ggo， 
ap ggep shuo tup ggo  
syr o dat zhyp dip  







hxie mgat mux che 
 
Hxiemga (Han) People’s Migrations 
 
 
syr o dat zhyp che  
lur o dat zhyp ssop  
lur o dat zhyp che  
syr mu dat lo ssop  
syr mu dat lo che  
mit lip ndup xy ssop  
mit lip ndup xy che  
lat qu zzix go ssop  
lat qu zzi go che  
shuo mu fup li ssop  
shuo mu fup li che  
jit cha yy vut ssop  
jit cha yy vut che  
rruo nuo lur kur ssop  
rruo nuo lur kur che  
op rro lur kur ssop  
op rro lur kur che  
vyt chyp lur kur ssop  
vyt chyp lur kur che  
nyi ddix lur kur ssop  
nyi ddix lur kur ne  
hxie mgat zzur pup nge  
shuo qu shuo nuo jjip 
shuo nuo ggo la lip mu juo jjop dip  
shuo qu ggo la mu ly ddip wa put  












lap yi gu zy ne yie ryp  
yie ryp gu zy ggo  
gu zy yiep zy ggo  
yiep zy yiep mu ggo  
yiep mu lu hlit ggo  
lu hlit ke po ggo  
ke po vi hxa ggo  
vi hxa lu zup ggo  
lu zup shuo nyiet ggo  
shuo nyiet nzy lat ggo  
nzy lat sho gip ggo  
sho gip bi tu ggo  
bi tu yy hxa ggo  
yy hxa jiet jie ggo  
yiep ryp mu ddix dip  








yiep ryp mu che 
 
Migrations of Foreigners 
 
 
yiep ryp mu che li  
yiep ryp la dda che  
dit dip lur kur ssop  
dit dip lur kur che  
lo lop lur kur ssop  
lo lop lur kur che  
bop zzy lur kur ssop  
bop zzy lur kur che  
dit chep lur kur ssop  
dit chep lur kur che  
a vyt zzi go ssop  
a vyt zzi go che  
xyt nip lur kur ssop  
xyt nip lur kur che  
yiet chep la dda ssop  
yiet xhep la dda ne 
tot li shy guo jie  
ot li shy mop tup  
jjut li shyx sse bbo  











vux vu git zyp li nuo su  
git zyp sse nyip ggo  
git zyp shyx ma ggo  
shy ma shy six ggo  
nzy o lur nyiet dip  
nzy op lur nyiet bbo  
syr bbo qu bbo zzur  
syr qi qu qi ndit  
syr vie cyp bu rry  
sy ap my si ap my cy ndit yur  
sy sse pup jy ggo 
pup jy ga jy ggo  
ga jy ga jie ggo  
ga jie qit hop ggo  
qit hop qie lur ggo  
qie lur dot jy ggo  
dot jy dot ga ggo  
dot gad dip bo ggo  
ddip bo vo mu ggo  
vo mu sse ly bbup  
ly bbup ly ddix zzur  
cyp bbup yot syp yot lip mu ddix zzur  
cyp bbup yy syp vat lip mu ddix zzur  
cyp bbup yy syp pit nip ap rra lo go zzur  
cyp bbup yo mga kex hxa zzur  
nuo su lat mgo che mgo rep  
ddip bo vo mu bbyp  
ddip bo vo mu nyi  
she ddu lot sa zzy  
li wu nga jie dit  
mu ly ddip wa ju  
cyx nyi ju ap mga  
op zzup shy mgo rep  
ddip bo vo mu bbyp  
ddip bo vo mu nyi  
shy hni lot sa zzy  
op zzup la ma dit  
nuo yy hxix die ju  
cyx nyip ju ap mga , 
hxie mgat tu mgo rep  
ddip bo vo mu bbyp  
ddip bo vo mu nyi  
qu shy lot sa zzy  
yi li yo mga kex  
ha zzy njit li mgur  
zzur jjyp li njit mga  
vat shuo li jie mga  
ap zho hxix vo ne  
yy qu yy nuo nyip hmo cyp gga yy  
qu yu qu yu byp 
vat bu qu yu byp la hxex  
shyx yu shyx yu byp , 
vat mop shy dit ndit la hxex  
nyi yo vop hlo da  
nyi ddur tit dur da  
ddip bo vo mu nyi  
lot sa ly ci hxit ma yu  
nip vi ly ci hxit bbup dit  
op zzup ggu ma ndit da o qu sy  
nzy mop hxie mgat suo cix ggu ma ndit  
cy wa ggup jjux ne ju mga vex  








vo mu nip vi cyt 
 
Emperor Vomu and Ni and Vi Genealogies 
 
 
nyip bbup nyip bbup jjyx do zzur  
nip vip nyip bbup jjyx do zzur te go  
a ddi pup bbo jji  
ssyt nyip bbup jjyx do  
ap bbop lur hxa zzur te go  
ju ddi mox ho li  
ox li sat gu kep hxa zy  
hmy li mu nyie ssup jjy zy  
vyp nzi lur nie chat hop zy  
yip nzi yyp nuo pot chep zy  
ox qy la da nyip bbup jjyx do mu hly bbo vut zzurx te go  
ju ddi mox ho li  
o li nzy nge got bu hxo go zy  
hmy li mo my le gep ndip go zy  
vyp nzi hxo mga ca qie bbo go zy  
vyp nzi hly mu hxa sat bbo go zy  
pup nuo hxuot nuo nyip bbup jjyx do nuo yy bbux go zzur te go  
ju ddi mox ho li  
ox li nuo yy ga chap bbo go zy  
hmy li syp yy jot chep bbo go zy  
vyp nzi mi hop gop zzi zy  
yip nzi yip zop bbo vut zy  
zy qu zzip sse nyip bbup jjy do zy tup bbo hxat zzurx te go  
ju ddi mo ho li  
ox li zyt zyp bbo vut zy  
hmy li vat bu liet tuo zy  
vyp nzi ga lo li pit zy  
vyp nzi hmur pa la dda zy  
nzy mop sy ge huo mu yiep ryp nyip bbup jjyx do sat hop yy dda zzurx te go  
ju ddi mo ho li  
ox li tur lur wu go zy  
hmy li jie zhyr yy dda zy  
vyp nzi sup wu bbo vut zy  
yip nzi mu hly bbo vut zy 
uo mur a hop nyip bbup jjy do a hop mu ddix zzur te go  
ju ddi mox ho li  
o li a hop hxit qu lo go zy  
hmy li a hop hxit nuo lo go zy  
vyp nzi a hop ssup lo wu go zy  
vyp nzi a hop hly lo wu go zy  
bbup ddi nip vip bbu vup nip vip nyip bbup jjy do bbup ddi la dda zzur te go  
ju ddi mo ho li , 
o li gup lu vat jo bbo go zy  
hmy li sy jy jjop go zy  
vyp nzi jot ti shyp hxa go zy  
yip nzi jot tur bbo go zy  
ip si mox a hlex 
sy sse a hop nyip bbup ga lo li pit zzurx te go  
nip vi lot sa nyi  
bop go bop go ndit  
li wu nga jie ndit  
die pa ke hxi ju  
hmyp go hmyp go ndit  
nzy mop a wop ndit  
shuo mu la mgex ju  
sy nzy nip sse ndit 
nip mu bbo vut jux te go  
ju ddi mox ho li  
ox li sy mu bbu yop bbo go zy 
hmy li kat mu lip ndip bbo go zy  
vyp nzi ddip hxa yy go zy  
yip nzi mgut ssup gap tuo zy  
mu vut he ssup ggu dda zzur  
mu kex he xy bbo ku hly dda zzurx  
nip mu hxo sa bbo  
sy sse a hop op zzup zzur  
huo mu di ci bbo  
sy sse nge fut zzur  
jyp lyp jyp ssyt bbo  
sy sse di hni zzur  
tur lur bbo o ne  
ba ke ap rra zzur  
cyx ne vo mu nip vip cyt nge yip map 
vux vu git zyp li nuo su  









a huo cyt 
 
Genealogy of Ahuo 
 
 
git zyp nyop top ggo  
nyop top nyop yip ggo  
nyop yip a yip ggo  
a yip mip jie ggo  
mip jie shuo zup ggo  
shuo zup njyt sse ggo  
njyt sse syr bbur ggo  
syr bbur a yip ggo  
ax yip shop ti ggo  
sho ti ap shy ggo  
ap shy cut sse ggo  
cut sse bie dda ggo  
hlit yy hxix die dip  








ax huo mux che 
 
Migration of Ahuo 
 
 
hlit yy hxiex die che  
yyx hmy suo lo ssop  
yy hmy suo lo che  
yyx hmy vat nyop ssop  
yy hmy vat nyop che  
qu lop la dda ssop  
qu lop la dda che  
hxuot qu bbo nyiet ssop  
hxuot qu bbo nyiet che  
mu zzy a mox ssop  
mu zzy a mo che  
lip ndip bbo vut ssop  
lip ndip bbo vut che  
bbu jji lo wu ssop  
bbu jji lo wu ne  
bbu jji lo wu ne  






nzy zzur pux 
 
Genealogy of Nzy Clan 
 
 
vux vu git zyp nyi  
ggo la sat gu ke nyiet hxit  
ax qy bi lu mo  
ax qy bi lu ne  
le nuo op lit mo  
it chyp byp zzy ssi  
nzy zzur pu map nge  
nzy che tit map dip  
ax qy bi lu hxit  
nie yy lur jjop mo  
nie yy lur jjop ne  
pu bbux mu ca hlit  
vut jjip ry shy hlyt 
nip sse la nyi po  
shuo sse la nyi po  
nzy zzur pux map nge  
nzy che tit map dip  
nie yy lur jjop hxit  
lep gge op rro mo  
lep gge op rro ne  
nip sse yur nyi shuo hxop mu  
shuo sse yur nyip nip nzup cur 
yy nyi lat bbu zzip mu mo , 
mo ne cyp gga mo  
lyt ne nyip ddix jjo  
nip la shuo jie zzy  
ddur ne cyp gga la  
mgo ne nyip ddix bbo  
shuo sse nzup ka tip  
shuo mop hlat jjip ggat  
nzy zzur pu ap nge  
ip che tit map dip  
lep gge op rro hxit  
mu te do li mo  
mu te do li ne  
do lip do zzy mu  
guo wu nzyt bu ddur  
sse ly sha yy zzur  
nzy zzur pu map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
mu te do lip hxit  
put shur ga tuo mo  
put shur ga tuo ne , 
nzy zzur ddex li vu  
lur zzur dde li jjy  
ry zzur put nuo zzur  
nzy zzur pux map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
put shur ga tuo hxit  
sat la ndip po mo  
sat la ndip po ne  
tot li mu jjip vu  
ot li dde jjip fi  
ssup sse qu ggo ggat  
ssup sse zy ly byp  
zap bbyp uo vie ndit  
nyop mu zza map wep  
xy ko ka qi yy  
nzy ndo yy map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
sat la ndip po hxit  
syr kie la dda mo  
syr kie la dda ne  
sse sit lot cy yy  
nzy ndo yy map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
syr kie la dda hxit  
jot tur mu ggur mo  
jot tur mu ggur ne  
nip hly la nyi ssop  
shuo hly la nyi ssop , 
bbyx ssy mop mgep dde  
o kie lot pop zyr  
nzy zzur pu map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
jot tur mu ggur hxit  
hxuo ggur juo jjop mo  
hxuo ggur juo jjop ne  
bbu hlit te di zzur  
bbu si vop njot hxo  
mu shy wat bbur nzyr  
si dda nyi si zzy  
pur dda nyi pur zzy  
jjut zzur zyt map die  
nzy zzur pu map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
hxuo ggur juo jjop hxit  
lip mu zhup hxi mo  
lip mu zhup hxi ne  
vip ho vip ti zzyt  
kur ti wep hxit nyi  
it ti wep ap hxit  
zza ca wep hxit nyi  
yy ca wep map hxit  
nzy zzur pu map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
lip mu zhup hxi hxit  
njit yip shuo nuo mo  
njit yip shuo nuo ne  
ry zzur ddut jy nyi  
nip sse yur nyi ddut  
shuo sse yur nyi ddut  
cy nyi ddut sy gga bbu  
nzy zzur pux ap nge  
ip che tit map dip  
njit yip shuo nuo hxit  
mgep wa lo mox mo 
mgep wa lo mox ne  
hxat li bbu zup hxox nyi jjip , 
jjyp li le gep dde nyi jjip , 
ggut lu jjut zzur pup nyi jjip , 
mup shy wa nyi ne  
nuo shy tit zzur su  
nuo gu nuo li o mgut qyp dde go  
nzy sse tit zzur su  
nzy gu nzy li ix cyp ci dde go  
nzy zzur pup map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
mgep wa lo mox hxit  
te jjox la dda mo  
te jjox la dda ne  
te jjo vit lep tup  
pup nyo vut sha ji  
xyp yu zza ba zze  
nzy zzur pux ap nge  
ip che tit map dip  
te jjo la dda hxit  
nyut nge lo lop mo  
nyut nge lo lop ne  
lur rrur lur sur rrur  
qie lur bur ap qo  
syr zzur jy syr zzur  
syr ggut bur ap wep  
nzy zzur pu ap nge  
ip che tit map dip  
nyut nge lo wu hxit  
a nip mat hxo mo  
a nip mat hxo ne  
syr zzur pot syr zzur  
yyr bbop mgu map wep  
nzy zzur pux map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
a nip mat hxo hxit  
yy shy tep nbbu mo  
yyx shy te bbu ne  
uox ba lat mu hxo  
bbup rryr vot mu ie  
nzy zzur pux map nge  
ip che tit map dip  
yy shy te bbu hxit  
yy shy bba ka mo  
yy shy bba ka ne  
pup hox sse suo tit da yur  
 
pup hox sse suo nyi  
map ndip lu ndip jji  
vit xiep yy su ndip  
pup ndip jjyt su ndip  
sse yy ap tup nyi  
sse yy mop jip ba  
it mop it sip ddix 
sse gat ap gge nyi  
sse gat hox jju njy  
it mop it sip ddix  
sse nyop jjip mit nyi  
ssep nyop pu ko dit  
it mop it sip ddix  
cup mop cup sip he  
jit lup mop ndup dde mop ndup  
lur juo mop he dde mop he  
o kie jjie nyiet ndox  
jjut kie jjie vut ndox 
xy kie jjie jjy ndop  
o li sse yy ap tup sip  
ggu che pup lit hxit  
jjut li sse gat ap gge sip  
huo mu ga tuo hxit  
xy li ssep nyop jjip mit sip  
huo mu jjie jjy hxit  
ssep nyop jjip mit nyi  
vop bi vop nip mu mo ddix  
bi hnop bi gu li  
ti bi nrat mu gu  
hxi bi shyx zu gu  
ap ddix bi sse gu  
kup hlep vop yu byx  
bbur wu zzip yu six 
bi dep si yi xi  
qu bi gga jjy nyi  
nuo bi gga hxa nyi  
jjut wa zyp ho bix sse nyi  
ti bi nrat mu ddip go ne  
ssup wa le py jyp  
mu vut dit bbur cur  
dde vut hxie bbur cur  
qux mgu shyx mgu cur  
qyx sse yu la kep  
lep sse yu la zzie  
tep sse zhyr da hxi ssox ddix  
hxi bi shyx zu ddip go ne  
nyut yip yo py jyp 
mgap vut yie bbur cur  
shut mgu hly mgu cur  
vit sse yu la kep 
ye sse yu la zzie 
ap njit zzur wo mu 
ma njix zhyr da hxi 
cyx li ap nge ne  
sse ssy wep hxit nyi 
ly ssy wep map hxit vex ddix 
hxi bi shyx zu dep 
nip mu cyp ggup jjux  
pup kuo yi vut dit 
pup hox sse zzur nyix 
yy shy bba ka hxit 
it mu hxo mu mo 
it guo hxi mu ne 
ma bbo zy ly ndit 
ryp ddu la lie hox 
vo ndup vi mop sip 
yy kit diep syr sip 
nzy zzur pux map nge 
ip che tit map dip 
jox li hxuo ggur yyp nuo hxit 
hxuo ggur yyp nuo ne 
pup nyo vut shap ndit 
sse ly sha yy zzur 
ip che tit map dip 
hxuo ggur yyp nuo hxit 
sat gu ke nyiet mo 
sat gu ke nyiet ne 
lurx li jjie nyiet zzur 
nzy li jjie jjyx zzur 
zzy ddop ly map hna  
ip che tit map dip 
jox li tie nbie mu wa hxit 
tie nbie mu wa ne  
pup nre nyo nrex zy 
yy nyi op lit mo 
nie yy cyp wa yy 
ip che tit map dip 
jo li nyiet pup vop chop hxit 
nyiet pup vop chop ne 
pur kur mu ddie zzy 
bbu shy ke jjy ssyt 
ip che tit map dip 
jo li hxuo ggur ssip kuo hxit 
vit wa nga ha mo 
vit wa nga ha ne 
bix li lyr nge vit 
nzy wa ho ap tut 
ke yie cyp cup ndup 
jjie jjyp li wa dit 
ke nuo cyp lip ndup 
jjie nyiet li wa dit 
jji gu jji li cyx wa ci 
ip che tit map dip 
jox li ssup wa lyr qop hxit 
cyx nyi mu hly guo 
mu che o lox ne 
mu vut shy vut zzyt 
zzy la lat li tit 
mup shy wa nyix ne 
shy pur shyx yu zze 
vop vit bbur mu six 
shy qot lat tit li 
lat njy vit zyp nyi 
lat o vit ap jjip 
vit li lat o chy 
lat ggur lo wa vur 
cyp kur mu cyp tat 
ip che tit map dip 
vop wa hxuo ggur ngop 
vop wap hxuo ggur ne 
bbux nyi qu yu hlo 
le ji ly jjie bit 
cyp jjie hxuot wa xi 
hxuot lyt cyp wa rryp 
cyp jjie hxa wa xi 
hxa lyt cyp wa ssop 
cyp jjie gge wa xi 
ggex ddur qux luo wu 
cyp jjie hlep wa xi 
hlep ddur bbop luo wu 
ip che tit map dip 
vo wap hxuo ggur hxit 
mu nyiet gu lu mo 
mu nyiet gu lu ne 
sy xie si xie cix ly yiet 
mip do xie hni yi 
ip che tit map dip 
mu nyiet gu lu hxit 
mu nyiet ba tit mo 
mu nyiet ba tit ne 
ke nyuo ly jjur bbu 
cie njie lat li tit 
qyp nji vit yu la 
nzy zzur pux ap nge 
ip che tit map dip 
mu nyiet ba tit hxit 
nie yy pup shu mo 
nie yy pup shu ne 
zzyp wu la jjiep ssop 
zzyp wu lap jjiep ne 
zzyp wu pup vut ssop go ne 
mu nuo ka cyr tit da ggie 
tep pup shep bbit tit da ggo 
zzyp wu pup vut ne 
yi hxat bbo jji yo hxo pu nyi jjip 
yi jjyx jjip jjip che zy pup nyi jjip 
ggut wa jjut zzur pup nyi jjip 
jjop go mu zzy ddex nyi jjip 
zyp jox vit hlut pup nyi jjip 
mgap vut hni pup dde nyi jjip 
nzy sse ggo la zzyp wu pup vut dip 
zzyp wu pup vut ne 
yi hxat syr rep shut bba la 
yi jjyx yy kit hxe bba la 
hlut la mo cyp nyip 
sy yo six yi hnop 
zzyp wu hxo pup hlut 
sy chyt si chyt hnop 
zzyp wu vat jie hlut 
sy va six va hnop 
zzyp wu ho xy hlut 
sy mu si mu sip 
zzyp wu jjop go zzyp 
sy ke si ke hnop 
zzyp wu lo go lyt 
sy le six le hnop 
zzyp wu jjop go mo 
zzyp wu pup vut ne 
mup sse shyp cyp kur 
wep hmup ggu jo ggie 
lep sse shyp cyp kur 
syr kut ggu zzyt qy 
zzyt sse shyp cyp kur 
zzyt cy ggu cyt nyi 
shyp cyr yit mop tit hlit lop 
hxit cyr mup gop tit zzy lox 
ggu cyt ndep ggup tit tu lox 
pup po yix dde tit da nzyp 
sse ly zzur jjux tit da shy 
nzy ggo sy wo sse suo tit da ggo  
nuo ggo ggu hox qot nip tit da ggo 
jji ggo ap mo sse suo tit da ggo 
pup hox sse suo nyi 
sse yy li ap tup 
sse gat li ap gge 
ap tup li ggu hox 
ap gge li qot nip 
ggu hox vy wa ggo 
qot nip yi wa ggo 
ggu hox dur lup wu 
ggex ddur la gge zzur 
qot niep jy si wu 






ggu hox cyt bop 
 
Highpoints of Migrations of the Ggu ho 
 
 
(he che ti su) 
ggu hox ho zzyt ggo 
ho zzyt mu wa vur 
mu wa vur ne cyp  
vut lo wu ne nyip 
lo wu bbox ne suo 
bbox o nge ne ly 
nge wa hox ne nge  
hox ne tu shy ne 
ddip bo qu lox li 
jie ne nge ddip tut 
yy ne nge gu zzy 
lop wu hxo gge ndop 
at qy nyop mu la ddix la ap hna 
hxat hxa gep zzip chop 
ax mo nip mu la ddix la map hna 
syr o tot ggep li 
syr o nge vo ssop 
syr o nge vop che 
cy hmo gur zhyr wu 
la ba sa do ssop 
la ba sa do che 
vop vy shut lit ssop 
vop vy shu li che 
syr dda a wop ssop 
syr dda a wop che 
ggex ddur hxo ke ssop 
ggex ddue hxo ke che 
yox te jjiet lie ssop 
yox te jjiet lie che 
mu nyi ho vit ssop 
mu nyi ho vit che 
nyiet niep put shur ssop 
nyiet niep put shur che 
it mop nzi vo ssop 
it mop nzi vo che 
hxuot nuo mop ndup he 
le nuo mop ndup he 
nzy ddop lu map hna 
nzy sse hxie sa jjip 
lur jji li map sa 
hxuot nuo suo nzy ndup 
shuo gga wu hxa dit 
nzy gu nzy li uo mgut qyp mo ddix 
mu xix nyip gge mu nyip hxie mat sa 
ke yie suo nzy ndup 
shuo gga wu jjy dit 
jji gu jji li cyx wa ci mo ddix  
cyp wa nzy ddop lur hna lox 
xix te bbur te tit da zip 
jji si gat zyr tit da dit 







qot niep cyt bop 
 
Migrations of Qonie 
 
  
(hxuot che ti su nge) 
hxuot wa sse ggu ggo  
chap yur wu wa ssop 
chap yur wu wa che 
ssup wa ggex ddur ssop 
ssup wa ggex ddur che 
ggex ddur nyop ne ssop 
ggex ddur nyop ne che 
yyx hmu vy pit ssop 
yyx hmu vy pit che 
a ggat ddip go ssop 
a ggat ddip go che 
gu wa lu mu ssop 
gu wa lu mu che 
syr ke za hni ssop 
syr ke za hni che 
zhyp nge ssup ge ssop 
zhyp nge ssup ge ne  
bi li lu li vit 
nyi yo cyp zzyp ndup 
jjie jjy li wa da 
bi ssyr cyp wa mgup 
qu li nuo nyip bbup 
qu zzur li nyip xix 
nuo zzur li nyip yit 
hxuot zzur sse ggu li 
fut che cyp vut njy 
suo che cyp kex dip 
hxuot pur mu vut ssit 
mu vut hxa o cyp 
hxa o hxa ke nyip 
hxa o hlit wa suo  
hlit wa ap si ly 
ap si ddip mgot nge 
ddi ggot ap hxit fut 
a hxit a dur shyp 
a dur lu pu hxit 
a dur lu pu ssy 
yur la ci nyix kur 
nyu hni jjyp lup shep 
nyu nyi jjyp lup wep 
yu la ci fut kur 
shep wu jjyp lup shep 
yur la ci hxit kur 
mo my jjyp lup shep 
mo my jjyp lup wep  
hxuot che mu ke vur 







hxuot qot he qot 
 
Changes in Hxuo Villages 
 
 
pup hox sse suo nyi 
sy ke six ke ly cup sip 
ma hni lo mo lyt 
sy xie six xie suo cup zzi 
miep lie cyp cup zzi 
jjip mit xie gge wu 
jjip mit xie map nge 
wa la cyp cup zzi 
ap gge xie nge wu 
ap gge xie map nge 
cyp wa cyp cup zzi 
qp tup xie nge wu 
a tup xie nge lox  
zzyp wu pup vut nyi 
sy lap si mot jjux 
pup hox sse suo nyi 
mot dur mot hxa shyp 
pur la sy la si mot hnop 
hnop la ga lo li pit zy 
dur sse sit ndop lox 
hxa sse yu si la 
mup guo suo hxa zhuo hxop cyp gur dit sip la 
pup hox a nzi tit da ggit 
sse yy ap tup li ggu hox 
sse gat ap nge li qot niep 
hxuot lap he nyip bbup 
map ndip lu li ndip 
pup ho ap nzi ggit 
rre ndip da jji 
pup ndip nyop ndip jji 
lur ndip jji ndix jji 
vit mop zza bbo ndip 
yie mop yy qur ndip 
ne jjyt nga yy ndip 
ne mu nga hxuo ndip 
vo mu qu zhep ndip 
shy hni lot sa ndip 
zut sse hni ly lyp su xi 
bit sse jjie qie wu su xi 
hxuot la he nyip bbup 
hxuot qot he zze nzi 
he qot hxuot zze nzi 
miep lie cyp nyip qot 
hxuot qot he ap mo 
he qot hxuot ap mo 
wax li cyp nyip qot 
hxuot qot he ap syp 
he qot hxuot ap syp 
hxuot mgo gga hxa li 
he ngo gga jjy yy 
lur xy nbie pup wu 
hxuot la he nyip bbup 
ne qot nga qot bot 
hxuot qot we qu jjip 
he qot lat hni jjip 
nyi yo ka po wu 
lat hni ka tit wu 
cyp nyip he we ndo 
hxuot qot bit mu jjip 
he qot li mu jji 
le la bit o nzyt 
bit pur le o zup 
sse nyip hxuot we ndo 
hxuot qot yie mu jjip 
he qot jot mu jjix 
yie mop ka po wu 
juot nuop ka jyt wu 
nyip nyip he we ndo 
hxuot qot syx qi a hni jjip 
he qot mu vut shyx lyr jjip 
shyx lyr hxop lop yy hat vur 
syx qi yy tot bbu 
nyip wu hxuot we ndo 
hxuot qot vit mop jjip 
he qot vi hni jjip 
vit mop ka po wu  
vie hni ka tit tip 
suo nyip he we ndo 
hxuot qot ap my xyp hlie jjip 
he qot lot ggur lot bi jjip 
ap my xyp hlie nyi 
yu dde ndit dde mu 
suo nyip hxuot we ndox 
hxuot qot co mu jjip 
he qot wo mu jjix 
wox bur co xit la 
co pur lot yu six 
hlep zhy nyix o zzyp 
hxuot la he nyip bbup 
go la ha su xi 
tap sit hxuot tap sit 
tap nbie hxuot tap nbie 
sit la hly mo jji map ke 
sip la hxip mo ddix 
miep lie cyp nyip ne 
tur lur bbox o zzy da hxip 
nda jji sy hxit la mop mu 
mu nuo shy qu zzy 
wax la cyp nyip ne 
tur lur yy ga zzy da hxip 
sy sse a vut la mop mu 
sy mu ke hni yie 
sys se a vut nyi 
mu lyt ddip vur juo 
wat lyt ddip tuo ndop 
lat qu bbo yip la 
sy mu cy tit go ndox lop 
sy mu lat tit vex 
ap hxip ve yip ddix 
hot pu tit da hnop 
lat qu bbo yip nyi 
co sit tit ndo lox 
sy sse a vut la 
lat sy sse gep va 
mux ly ddip wa put 
cyp tuo ke wa ssop 
ke po ge vit hxo 
cyp tot di wa ssop 
di ggie ly vop ndop 
cy wa hxuot bur bbox o ddur map hna 
hxuot lap he nyip bbup 
fur wa qo pu mu mo ddix 
hep dep jji le zze 
shyp mu zhur nuo yy 
map hlep te le zze 
chur jjip hxa sy mu 
hxa zzip fur le zze 
mu ly di hni ggup 
le jy ly ke bit 
mux ly ddip wa put 
vo hni suox bbo jjip 
le njy ly bbur qyt 
mu ly ddip wa gguo 
cy wa hxuot jjip bbox o ddur hna vex 
hxa jjix mu ggu ssop hna vex 
hxuot la he nyip bbup 
hxuot bi hxuot mop mu 
hxuot bi a jjie la mop mu 
he bur he mop mu 
he bi nie mge la mop mu 
ddop zy hxa jiet li 
ssup wa shyx do sip 
zy ke furx ga li 
nie yy mu jji sip 
wo hxep sat hxep li 
ndip qu suo shy sip 
suo bbup jy map nyi gep da jiet 
hox lur mup sse jy map nyi 
nda xy shup bu jy map nyi 
lo hnot qy nji jy map nyi 
suo bbup zzur map nyie gep da jiet 
yy vut hxep shy nyie map zzur 
ddip vur shyx sse nyie map zzur 
ddip tuo ba sse nyie map zzur 
suo bbup qu map ddur gep da jiet 
vit mop nuo ma qu map ddur 
lo hnot wox sse qu map ddur 
hxa nuo ax jji qu map ddur 
suo bbup nuo map vur gep da jiet 
bbox o vo qu nuo map vur 
mu vut ggup shy nuo map vur 
lo hnot got bu nuo map vur 
map pur la nrex da 
hxuot la he nyip bbup 
hxuot nyi dur kuo hnop 
he mox shyx hxa yu 
hxuot bi a jjie bbyp 
rre bbyp dur mu bbyp 
hxuot sse dur hxa yu 
hxuot wa sse ggu lox 
he nyi dur kuo hnop 
hxuot mop qu lu yu 
he bi nuo mge bbyp 
rre bbyp dur mu bbyp 
he sse dur pup yur 
he wa sse ggu lox 
ggu ho vy wa ggo 







ggu hox cyt 
 
Genealogy of Gguho 
 
 
lip mu mo ggu ne 
o wap ba ke ggup 
jjut wap lur njy ggup 
hmu wap vop chop ggup 
cyp nyip mu sip ggup 
mup mop suo hxa xie 
mup sse suo hxa dat 
cyp nyip bbit ndit ggup 
yop mop suo hxa xie 
yox sse suo hxa da 
chyt mop suo hxa xie 
chyt sse suo hxa da 
vit mop suo hxa xie 
vit sse suo hxa da 
cyp nyip ddur ndit ggup 
ye mop suo hxa xie 
yie sse suo hxa da 
cyx nyi ggup la vex 
lop wu hxo ke ne 
ggu hox sse ggu ggo 
ggu hox vut wa ggo 
vut lo wu mu dip 
cie jjie nip sse lox 
bup lo fi ke zzur 
bup ddi mox ho li 
ox li ap ddip bbo vut zy 
ggu ho dit dip ggo 
jie nyiet pup vit dip 
lap jjie nip sse lox 
bup ddi mox ho li 
ox li map wu hxo ke xi 
hmy li map rro lur hxa xi 
ggu hox vat niep ggo 
mop o jji ta dip 
ap zho nip sse lox 
ju ddi mox ho li 
o li ba nyop lie vut xi 
hmy li ba tit bbo go xi 
ggu hox va nrat ggo 
ma hxo jjip te dip 
gga hxo nip sse lo 
ju ddi mox ho li 
ox li hxa hxit jjip ggur xi 
hmy li gat lup mop bbo xi 
ggux ho zzyp wu ggo 
nie yy ga pur dip 
bbo pup nip sse lox 
ju ddi mox ho li 
o li nzy hxit bbo vut xi 
hmy li shuo nuo liet tuo xi 
ggu hox vit zhop ggo 
ta wu lo mo dip 
si qu nip sse lox 
ju ddi mox ho li 
ox li hly ddur nyut lo xi 
hmy li hxit ci bbo go xi 
ggu ho dit sse ggo 
ddip bo ga pa dip  
ggur zzur nip sse lox 
ju ddi mox ho li 
o li dit hxo lie vut xi 
hmy li mop nyip yo hxo xi 
ggo ho map bbur ggo 
hxuot sa bbo vut dip 
map bbur nip sse lox 
ju ddi mox ho li 
ox li he hni bbo go xi 
hmy li sa ndip bbo go xi 






kur die ggu hox dur zhyp  
ddip wox sse ggu cyt 
 
Migrations of Nine Sons of Gguho Durzhy Ddiwo 
 
 
ddi wo mu lyp ggo 
ap ly nyiet ddip zzur 
nrep vur nip sse lox 
ddi wo ho ap ggo 
di ci bbo vut zzur 
bbup ddi nip sse lo 
ddip wo ge ap ggo 
ap ddip bbox o zzur 
yy shy nip sse lox 
ddip wo map rryr ggo 
hxo tuo bbo vut zzur 
hxuo sa nip se lox 
ddip wo vit hxo ggo 
mu ggur yie sse zzur 
le hxo nip sse lox 
yyp nuo lyt sha zzur 
ap ndop nip sse lox 
ddip wo gat a ggo 
ga ggu ga lo zzur 
ga hxat nip sse lox 
ddip wo qu wa ggo 
qit sa yy vut zzur 
qit sa nuo hop lox 
 
ddip wo bbit wa ne 
bbit sse te zy sy sse ggo 
tep pup vo lit zzur 
te zy tat zy ggo 
shuo mu la dda dip 
shuo gep sit sat vex 
shuo nuo pur jjy sit 
bbit wa zho la li 
nip xy shuo lot gu 
shuo qo hxix pur lox 
ap nrep ggu kut dur 
vap sa ggu hlep dur 
uo mu hxit mga qix 
nip vi ly ci hxit 
mu ggur ap njyp gi 
shyp ci shyx nuo hop 
ga hxat sse yy gi 
qu hop fut ci fut 
hlu jy shex ga gi 
shuo sse nge ci nge 
shuo sse vap lyt gi 
ddip wo mu lyp ggo 
ap lyp nyiet jjy zzur 
nrep vur nip sse lo 
ap ly nyiet jjy ne 
mu lyp bbup ddi ggo 
bbup ddi sse ly ggo 
bbup ddi ho qux ggo 
hox qu ti po ggo 
ti po yy hxa ggo 
ssup wa ggex ddur dip 
bbup ddi mop wu ggo 
mop wu zhat ssi ggo 
zhat ssi zhat jie ggo 
zhat jie tit syp ggo 
ggex ddur suo lo dip 
vo mu xop but mu 
dde bbu shyp ci nyuo ndit cy wep mo 
bbup ddi hxa ddi ket mu suo lo dip 
ba ry nip vi lox 
bbup ddi ma nyiet ggo 
ma nyiet ssyt ti ggo 
ssyt ti nzy dda ggo 
nzy dda vat ti ggo 
yo te zyp ho dip 
ddip wo hox a ggo 
bbur vut nip sse lox 
di ci bbo vut zzur 
di ci bbo vut ne 
bbur vut sse nyip ggo 
bbup vut ho vie ggo 
ho vie qu hxa ggo 
qu hxa nzy po ggo 
nzy po shyp nip ggo 
yy hmy vat nyop dip 
bbup vut a zyr ggo 
a zyr a hlop ggo 
a hlop mu po ggo 
mu po gge hox ggo 
gge hox jot hxa ggo 
yo te zyp go dip 
ddip wo ge a ggo 
bbup hlup nip sse lox 
tit tip lo mo zzur 
tit tip lo mo ne  
bbup hlup sse suo ggo 
bbup hlup ga zup ggo 
vut mu vut jjy dip 
bbup hlup si zup ggo 
si zup jyp ssyt ggo 
jy ssyt jy hxa ggo 
mu ssix jjie ggur dip 
bbup hlup nyip zup ggo 
nyip zup shy po ggo 
shy pox shuo bu ggo 
shuo bu la dda ggo 
lat dda yy pox ggo 
zhu wa lur nyiet dip 
vot ba lot xy nip 
lat dda yi pox ggo 
yy pox qu hxa ggo 
qu hxa sse suo ggo 
qu hxa a nzix ggo 
a rro hxix vo dip 
qu hxa pup sse ggo 
a rro nip hxa dip 
qu hxa shyp nip ggo 
shyp nip die bur ggo 
yyx hmy vat nyop dip 
cyp zyr cyp mu ggo 
cyx li kur die dur 
zhyp ggu hox ddip wo 
sse ggu cyt nge yip 
 
ddip wo qu wa ggo 
qu wa pop le ggo 
qiet sa yyp vut dip 
qiet sa yyp vut ne 
pop le sse nge ggo 
pop lep a zzyt ggo 
a zzyt at lip ggo 
at lip lap va dip 
ot la mu ggu ma 
pop lep a vop ggo 
a vo hxiet lie ggo 
kur chyp bbo vut dip 
a vop jji nyiet ggo 
sy ge vo nyiet dip 
pop lep bbu ggu ggo 
bbu ggu yy hxox ggo 
yy hxox jjip ggur dip 
pop lep hxiet lie ggo 
hxiet lie a dur ggo 
jji si mu hly zzyr 
vit lo la dda dip 
mu lyp cyp rrop ne cyp zzyr 
jji si a wop ne nyip zzyr 
a hxit bop shy ne suo zzyt 
li wu a dur ne ly zzyr 
jjix mgu ap shy ne nge zzyt 
vit lo la dda ne 
a dur bi shy ggo 
bi shy yy hxox ggo 
yy hxox sy sse ggo 
sy sse a tit ggo 
a tit a wop ggo 
a wop sse nyip bbup 
a wop nip fu ggo 
nip fu su ggat ggo 
lip mu zhu hxi dip 
a wop nyip bbup ggo 
njit la bux te dip 
ggu hox ddip wo ggo 
ddip wo o nyi li mop shep 
ddip wo lu li wu nzy mop 
ddip wo a dit li qiet sa 
qiet sa yyp vut dip 
ddip wo ddip wa ggo 
ddip wa uo mur ggo 
uo mur zzyp wu ggo 
zzyp wu bi hox ggo 
bi hox lur hox ggo 
lur hox shy lip ggo 
shy lip shyx te ggo 
shyx te lur sse ggo 
lur sse wu bop ggo 
sse bop ggo ggat ggo 
ggo ggat tit hxa ggo 
tit hxa mu ddix dip 
cyx ne yy hxox bi bbu lox  
bi bbu cyt nge yip 
 
ggu hox li wa ggo 
li wa uo mur sa 
uo mur hxa xip ggo 
shuo nuo liet vur dip 
a shop nip sse lox 
uo mur su nyit ggo 
mu nyit bi mge ggo 
bi mge bix sse ggo 
bi sse jjip lat ggo 
ap nip ma hxo dip 
bi sse hlit nyip ggo 
hxit nyip ggo hxa ggo 
ggo hxa mu nyiet ggo 
mu nyiet pot chep ggo 
vit lo la dda dip 
cyx ne ap wop cyt mge ddix 
 
ggu hox li wa ggo 
li wa uo mur ggo 
uo mur lur nbo ggo 
lur nbo sy jy ggo 
sy jy a shop ggo 
chyt hxo lip vut ggo 
chyt hxo lie vut ne 
ax shop sse fut ggo 
a shop cur bbur ggo 
a lip nip ddu zup 
a shop jjip wu ggo  
syr pyt nip ddu zup 
a shop ssep nyop ggo 
sha mat nip ddu ggo 
a shop lo wu ggo 
ge ry nip ddu zup 
a shop sha mit ggo 
nzy hxop lie vut dip 
a shop lat sse ggo 
hxo ggu la dda dip 
jot qur mu ggur a shop lat sse mgo su ne jjix jjix 
cyx li chyt hxo lie vut a shop sse fut cyt nge yip 
nip vip zhyp ap bbop 
a shop sse fut jjo 
di shy bbo vut ne 
nip yip ggu ho ggo 
ggu ho ka bbur ggo 
ka bbur ka ma ggo 
ka ma mu vut ggo 
mu vut wu bbur ggo 
vut bbur vut ma ggo 
vut ma miep jyr ggo 
miep jyr miep yie ggo 
miep yie a nyop ggo 
a nyop a vop ggo 
a vop hxiet lie ggo 
hxiet lie mat hxie ggo 
mat hxie hxa bbur ggo 
hxa bbur hxa nge ggo 
hxa nge su nip ggo 
su nip ap gga ggo 
ap gga shuo zup ggo 
shuo zup bi kur ggo 
bi kur nyuo vut ggo 
nyuo vut bie ssyt ggo 
yy zy lie vut dip 
cyx ne hxo ga cyt nge yip 
nyuo vut ddip bo ggo 
ddip bo pup vut ggo 
pup vut pu che ggo 
pu che bi rre ggo 
bi rre sse ly ggo 
jie zhyr yy dda dip 
jie zhyr yy dda ggo 
bi rre sse ly mgo su ne jji wu 
bi rre bi ggu ggo 
bi ggu ga bur ggo 
ga bur ke sy ggo 
ke sy jji bbop ggo 
jji bbop yy fu ggo 
yy fu jji hxo ggo 
jji hxo ngop wu ggo 
ngop wu si nyiet ggo 
si nyiet gi fu ggo 
gi fu jji ne ggo 
jji ne mu nyiet ggo 
mu nyie a vyt ggo 
help zhy nip hxa dip 
jy rre lu gep ggo 
lu gep ap gep ggo 
ap gep wo rry ggo 
wox rry bi vut ggo 
bi vut jjip zhy ggo 
jjip zhy mop jjip ggo 
mop jjip gi zup ggo 
gi zup yo pox ggo 
yo pox nyi lat ggo 
nyi lat shy qie ggo 
syr hxop jjiep ggur dip 
bi rre lu xy ggo 
lu xy jjip zha ggo 
jjip zha a bbur ggo 
a bbur wu hlut ggo 
bbur hlut bbu gop ggo 
bbu gop lu pox ggo 
lu pox shyp zup ggo  
shyp zup gie ddop ggo 
gie ddop bi qu ggo  
bi qu lu hox ggo  
dat pup lur kur dip  
jjip zhat ap nzy ggo  
ap nzy si nyiet ggo  
si nyiet zut gi ggo  
zut gi sa wu ggo  
jie zhyr yy dda dip  
bi rre bix ke ggo 
bix ke ap shy ggo  
ap shy sse hxa ggo , 
sse hxa ap hop ggo  
ap hop nyi di ggo 
nyi di nzy hlut ggo 
nzy hlut shut zup ggo  
shut zup jjix ke ggo 
jjix ke qi jji ggo  
jie zhyr le hxep dip  
jie zhyr ga pur dip  
cyx ne bi rre sse ly cyt nge yip  
a mip bbo xy ne miep yie sse ggu ggo  
miep yie nre dep ggo  
nre dep ke hni ggo  
ke hni yie qy ggo  
yie qy bbux di ggo  
bbux di xy yi ggo  
xy yi a shut ggo  
a shut a chep ggo  
a chep ap su ggo  
ap su hlut te ggo  
hlut te wo o ggo  
wo o bi ox ggo 
bi wo pup zzur ggo  
pup zzur nzy ggu ggo  
nzy ggu le gep ggo  
le gep yy fu ggo 
yy fu shyp zup ggo  
shyp zup pop zup ggo  
jot ddur lie vut dip  
jot ddur lie vut dip  
cyx ne gge hlex cyt nge yip  
ggux ho gge hlex ax yy su  
 
ggut nrap vat xy pop  
pop zup dat yip mgo su ne jjix wu 
bbu di hxo zzix ggo  
hxo zzix hni zzi ggo  
hni zzi ap ho ggo  
ap ho a hmot ggo  
a hmot shex lu ggo  
shex lu hna qu ggo  
hna qu ly chu ggo , 
ly chu bix yie ggo  
bi yie shyp lat ggo  
shyp lat bba qit ggo  
bba qit vu hxa ggo  
vu hxa dat gi ggo  
lur njy lap vut dip  
mip yie jjip wu ggo  
jjip wu jjip bop ggo  
jjip bop jjip nip ggo  
jjip nip syr dur ggo  
syr dur pup sse ggo  
pup sse yy li ggo  
yy li yyx jie ggo  
yyx jie yyx vu ggo  
yyx vu ap ho ggo 
wep nge lie vut dip  
yy li hxiet lie ggo  
hxiet lie a dur ggo  
mur zyr bbo vut dip  
pup hxo jjip wu ggo  
jjip wu ap gge ggo  
ap gge yo sa ggo 
yo sa le o ggo  
le o le jjip ggo  
le jjip jjix yie ggo  
jji yie shuo tup ggo  
shyp pup gap vut dip  
a ho ap ndup ggo  
ap ndup hxo nge ggop  
hxo nge pup ggu ggo  
pup ggu ap zhy ggo  
ap zhy ax za ggo  
ax za lur get ggo  
lur get hxox che ggo  
hxo che cut ti ggo  
cut ti pup ti ggo  
pup ti wox ti ggo  
wox ti nga se ggo  
nga se ho nyip ggo 
ho nyip bi tup ggo  
ggop hxop lie vut dip  
ap ho cyx yie ax yy su  
ap ho hne gop ggo  
hne gop ap gga ggo  
ap gga bix lu ggo 
bi lu mu nuo ggo  
mu nuo ho qo ggo  
ho qo vat chyp ggo  
vat chyp ssyt hop ggo  
nyip zhy lie vut dip  
ap gga shuo lyp ggo  
shuo lyp fut jy ggo  
fut jy jji ke ggo  
map jjip lie vut dip  
ap ho ne gop ggo  
ne gop sa te ggo  
sa te bi vut ggo  
bi vut ap rre ggo  
ap rre hmot gi ggo 
hmot gi pup ti ggo  
pup ti vit sse ggo  
vit sse nzy tup ggo  
nzy tup dat tip ggo  
nzip pup la dda dip 
cyx ne bbux ddur ap ho cyt nge yip  
mip yip pup tip ggo  
pup tip vi dda ggo  
vi dda vix jie ggo  
vi jie yyx jie ggo  
yy jie yy lu ggo  
yy lu ddip wa ggo  
ddip wa ax pu ggo 
ax pu wop lip ggo  
wop lip a jjie ggo  
a jjie nyi po ggo  
nyi po nyi wep ggo 
nyi wep bi wep ggo  
bi wep bi lux ggo  
bi lux he ndit ggo  
he ndit hex jie ggo  
he jie gap gag go  
gap ga nzy fut ggo  
nzy fut ap chep ggo  
bbur wu liet tuo dip  
bbur wu liet tuo nzy fut ap chep mgo su ne jji wu  
jjiep ggur ga lo wop lip sse shyp mgo su ne jji wu  
nyi pox bbur vie ggo  
bbur vie lur gga ggo 
lur gga hmot gi ggo  
hmot gi bba qit ggo  
bba qit lur sa ggo  
lur sa jjix ssyr ggo  
jjix ssyr vi jy ggo  
bbur wu liet tuo dip  
hmot gi lur dda ggo  
lur dda vi hox ggo  
vi ho zhy hxa ggo  
qit mop jjop go dip  
nyi pox bburx vie ggo  
bburx vie sse hxo ggo  
sse hxo jjip shy ggo  
jjip shy bi lux ggo  
bi lu ho dur ggo  
ho dur si nyiet ggo  
si nyiet shy nyiet ggo  
shy nyiet gie dda ggo  
gie dda si ndix ggo  
si ndix si nyiet ggo  
si nyiet gap ga ggo  
lat qu jjop go si  
shy ndit shyx nbie ggo  
shyx nbie pup sse ggo  
pup sse lat sse ggo  
njot shop lix kuo dip  
cyx li wop lip cyt nge yip  
sse hxo jjip shy ggo  
jjip shy bi lux ggo  
bi lu ap jjip ggo  
ap jjip lur vie ggo  
lur vie yy lix ggo  
yy lix gi fu ggo  
gi fu nyi po ggo  
nyip po vi hly ggo  
vi hly ly wu ggo  
ly wu hnap lyp ggo 
hnap lyp vo hxi ggo  
syr jy ry rry dip  
nuo hop hmi ndit li  
hnap lyp vo hxi jjo  
nzy hop hmi ndit li  
a dur jiet jie jjo  
mip yip nre dep ggo  
nre dep ggat bop ggo  
sat gu jjo go dip  
sa gu lur jjop ne  
bi gex sse nge ggo  
bi ge a tit ggo  
hmu pa la dda dip  
a tit zzi mgo ggo  
zzi mgo sha ga ggo 
sha ga wop lip ggo  
wop lip su ddi ggo  
su ddi vie nyip ggo  
vie nyip lap ly ggo  
lap ly chex gi ggo 
mgep wa lo mo dip  
bi gex bi nyip ggo  
vat qu bbo vut dip  
bi gex jjip zup ggo  
jjip zup bbur yie ggo  
bbur yie lap ly ggo  
lap ly shuo gop ggo  
shuo gop gi fu ggo  
gi fu nzy dda ggo  
nzy dda gi zup ggo  
gi zup cha hxa ggo  
hmu pa la dda dip  
hmu pa la dda gi zup cha hxa mgo su ne jjix wu 
bi ge bi vut ggo  
bi vut wop mu ggo  
wop mu shut guo ggo  
shut guo hly got ggo  
hly got shyp zzur ggo  
shyp zzur ly ssup ggo  
mop hxop la dda dip  
bi ge bix yie ggo  
bi yie shyp hlit ggo  
shyp hlit nzy zup ggo  
nzy zup ti hox ggo  
ti ho ap gep ggo  
ap gep nzy lat ggo  
nzy lat bi lu ggo 
hxep qy la dda dip  
hxep qy la dda nzy lat bi lux mgo su ne jjix wu 
mip yip pup ti ggo  
pup ti hxo bbur ggo  
hxo bbur hxo rry ggo 
hxo rry ax pu ggo  
ax pu shex lu ggo  
shex lu a ci ggo  
a ci a hlut ggo  
a hlut o qu ggo  
o qu jjip nyip ggo  
jjip nyip li zhat ggo  
li zhat zi zzur ggo  
zix zzur li lu ggo  
li lu dda wu ggo  
die bur lap vut dip  
cyx li ax pu shex lu cyt nge yip  
 
ggu hox nyiet wa ggo  
nyiet wa shyp mop ggo  
shyp mop ti hxa ggo  
ti hxa ap su ggo  
ap su tu li ggo  
tu li yi mo ggo  
yi mo ddip wo ggo  
ddip wo lip yi ggo  
lip yi uo mur ggo  
uo mur mu jjyx ggo  
mu jyx lat hni ggo  
lat hni ku lyp ggo  
ku lyp bi lyp ggo  
bi tup bi lyp ggo  
bi tup bi ssop ggo  
bi ssop ap lu ggo 
ap lu ddip rry ggo  
ddip rry ssep nyop ggo  
ssep nyop lu zzy ggo  
o lux jjop go dip  
o lu jjop go ssep nyop lu zzy mgo su ne jjix wu 
cyx ne hxi nuo cyt nge yip  
qot niep jy si wu  
ggex jji la mge zzur  
ggux hox cyp bbup tit mgep zzur su li  
o lux jjop go ssep nyop lu zzy yiex su nge  
ggux hox dur lyp wu 
ggex ddur la mge zzur  
qot niep cyp bbup tit mgep zzur su li  
ap lu nuo bi ap su lat zzi yiex su nge  
pop hxo yy li ggo  
yy li yy jie ggo  
yy jie yy lu ggo  
yy lu a ndip ggo  
a ndip yo pox ggo  
yo pox jji mo ggo  
jji mo sur ggat ggo  
sur ggat yox vie ggo  
yox vie lur vut ggo  
lur vut ap fu ggo  
ap fu jji yiex yie ggo  
jjix yie shuo tup ggo 
shuo tup shyp zup ggo  
shyp zup bbur ddur ggo  
va pup lie vut dip  







qot nip cyt 
 
Genealogy of Qoni 
 
 
hxuot wa sse yur su  
he wa vo kur nge  
he wa sse yur su  
hxuot wa vo kur nge  
hxuot che mu ke vur 
mu kex vur li wa  
o wap nyu hni ggup  
le shet hxax mu miep jox qo la vex 
bbit ndie ap vup shep  
cyp nyip mu sip ggup 
sy mu six mu miep jox qo la vex 
vo ndit ap vup shep  
jjut wap lur njy ggup 
qu ggux shy ggux li 
ssi dduop ap wop shep 
hmy wap vop chop ggup 
su hlie hxa mu miep jox qo la vex  
xyp hliep hxa mu miep jox qo la vex 
jjut zzur ap wop shep 
nyu hni ggat kur mu 
nge jjyx cy miep sip 
mu ke dip su li  
jip wa la ne cyp 
cyp ap my ne nyip 
mu wap xyp ne suo 
xyp lap vut ne ly 
mu lap vut ne nge  
uo mur a lip ma hxit 
lap ma uo mur ggu 
uo mur dde shuo ci 
dde shuo a nyiet ci zy cyt 
cy wa ggup jjox ne 
o nyi o box shep 
shyp nge nyiet wa fur  
hxuot wa sse ggu yur  
fut che mu vut njy 
suo che mu ke dip 
hxuot wa su sse yy 
zzip it lat bbu nzy  
ssyt hxo lox nzy mop 
zhyp gga la wa dip 
mu vut sy nzy nip 
vop ge hxuo sa mop  
ma shy ddop nip bi  
she chop le ggu ji 
sho chop le ggu ji  
hxuot wa su sse gat 
sy ge vo nyiet nzy 
wa jjie shut zzur mop 
vit mu nie yy bi 
hxuot wa su ssep nyop 
nip mu lip li nzy 
ly wa nip mga mop 
hxuot mu ap lu bi 
hxuot wa su sse nyop 
ssep nyop jji hmyx ggo  
jji hmyx pup si ggo 
pup si hxa si ggo  
nip mu li wu nzy 
nie yy lur jjop dip 
jji hmy jjip zy ggo 
jjip zy lo hmu dip 
ap ho vop jji qot 
jjip zy shyp yuot jjip 
jji hmyx bbop hxo ggo 
bbop hxo sse nyip ggo 
bbop hxo hxox rryr ggo 
hxox rryr ly nge ggo 
ly nge ap lyp ggo  
ap lyp a cut ggo  
a cut nzup wu ggo 
nzup w hlop pox ggo 
hlop pox vot qy ggo 
vot qy bi jji ggo 
bi jji wo yip ggo 
wo yip yo gop ggo 
yo gop hxox che ggo 
hxox che le mop ggo 
le mop nyix rryr ggo 
nyi rryr ap ho ggo 
ap ho nie ggo wu 
nie ggo jy si ggo 
jy si lep sse ggo  
lep sse nga wu ggo 
bu tep jjop go dip  
yo gop ho qo ggo 
ho qo jjix ke ggo 
jjix ke shuo njyt ggo 
shuo njy hot jy ggo 
hot jy lur hlie ggo 
lur hlie ga zup ggo 
ga zup vat dda ggo 
vat dda yiex jjie ggo 
yiex jjie va ku ggo 
va ku ax yy su 
ndip po la dda zzur 
cyx ne ly nge cyt nge yip 
bbop hxo ot hxa ggo 
bot hxa shuo zi ggo 
shuo zi yyx vu ggo 
yyx vu yy ndip ggo 
yy ndi a shop ggo  
a shop nip gge ggo 
nip gge sat jy ggo 
sat jy sat nge ggo 
sat nge nip yip ggo 
sat nge nip yip ggo  
nip yip ma hxie ggo 
nip gga chu mop op lur bbur die ggo 
chur mop chur gi mu shy lat hni mu shyx a nyit ggo 
cyx ne mop zziet shuo gop cyt nge yip 
lat pu shex qu ggo 
o lu lap vut dip 
pi ndup pi yi cur 
pi yi qur jjie wu 
pi go ly ji zyr 
mux ly rry wa hxi 
bbu gep nyi bbu we 
jji gex nyi jjix we 
lat mop ly ma hxo 
mux ly rry wa nyi 
nyi hni ly ji sit 
lat pu ddip wo ggo 
bbu yop ry shy dip 
ma zzit ma yi cur  
ma yi qur jjie wu 
jot mop ly ma hxo 
mu ly rry wa nyi 
vot mop ly ma sit 
jot mop ly ma qix 
lat pu jjut mu ggo 
nre mu yy shy dip 
za ndup za yi cur 
za yip ix ko nyot 
lat pu jjut mu ggit 
 
lat pu ddip wo ggo  
tot li mu vut jyx zzur vup bbop nyi 
lat pu ddip wo wop ap bbop  
ddip wo ddit nip ggo  
ddit nip lyt nip ggo 
lyt nip a zyr ggo 
a zyr ax hxie ggo 
a hxie bbyx lup ggo 
bby lup a tit ggo 
a tit ax yi ggo 
ax yi nzy ggu ggo 
nzy ggu bop nbu ggo 
bop nbu lyt guo ggo       
lyt guo ax ke ggo 
ax ke bix hxie ggo 
bix hxie jjip sse ggo 
jjip sse hxie sse ggo 
hxie sse ke pup ggo 
ke pup yy ndip ggo 
yy ndix lur hxa ggo 
lur hxa lat zzi ggo 
lat zzi ax yy su 
bba qit jjiep ggur zzur 
qot niep bba qit ax yy su 
cyx ne bba qit cyt nge xip 
a hxie a hxit ggo 
a hxie su hxo ggo 
su hxo get jji ggo 
get jji lox mu pi ggo 
lo mu pip wop nyip ggo 
wop nyip bi zux ggo 
bi zux jjie huo ggo 
jjie huo nyi sa ggo 
nyi sa syt syp ggo 
syt syp ke a yi ggo 
ke ax yi shuo bu ax yy su 
ndip po bbo sho zzur 
cyx ne lox hmy cyt nge yip 
a hxie nzy bbip ggo 
nzy bbip lu bbip ggo 
lu bbip ap gge ggo 
ap gge ax mgox ggo 
a mgox ax jie ggo 
a jie yo chu ggo 
yo chu pup sse ggo 
pup sse wo ndi ggo 
wo ndi syr gop ggo 
syr gop hxo che ggo 
hxo che ho dur ggo 
ho dur qu hlie ggo 
qu hlie lur dda ggo 
lur dda lat pop ggo 
lat pop ggu ti ax yy su 
syr mip qu ndit zzur 
cyx ne zhu lu cyt nge yip  
ddip wo wu ndix ggo 
wo ndi a dur li vat zha 
wo ndi a mgox li lop hxop 
wo ndi a dur ggo  
a dur zyp bbup ggo  
zyp bbup yop bbup ggo 
yop bbup jie ap shy ggo 
jie ap shy ap ho ggo 
ap hox op zzup ggo 
op zzup ga cy ggo 
ga cyx a cut ggo 
a cut jji ndup li 
jji ndup ap chep ggo 
ap chep bi nyi ggo 
bi nyi su ddi ggo 
su ddi hat ry ggo 
hat ry jji njyx ggo 
jji njyx yo zup ggo 
yo zup he dda ggo 
he dda lat yip sse ax yy su 
shuo hxuo lie vut zzur  
cyx ne vat zha cyt nge yip 
wo ndi a mgox ggo  
a mgox le mgo ggo  
le mgo le sip ggo 
le sip hnap ggep ggo 
hnap ggep ap lip ggo 
a lip ap my ggo 
ap my sse ggu ggo 
ap my wo zzi a yy su  
ap my she pur ggo  
pot chep lie vut zzur 
ap my she lu ggo 
vat jjip lie vut zzur 
ap my ap hlep ggo 
vop vie jjox mop zzur 
ap my she zur ggo 
yop yuo li jo zzur 
ap my shex pur ggo 
shex pur uo juo ggo 
uo juo sse hxit nge  
uo juo wox ti ax yy su  
wox ti lip bbyp ggo 
lip bbyp lip yi ggo 
lip yi chap shu ggo 
chap shu jji huo ggo 
jjix huo kep bbip ggo 
kep bbip jji zot ggo 
jji zot vot fu ggo 
vot fu she pu ggo 
she pu lur cut ggo 
lur cut shyp hxa ax yy su  
zzit yop la dda zzur 
cyx ne lop hxop cyt nge yip 
ddip za lep wo ddit nip ggo 
ddit nip lyt nip ggo 
lyt nip yo hox ggo 
yo hox suo lo bbu ggo 
suo lo bbu a nip ggo 
a nip jji mga ggo 
jjix mge sha bop ggo 
sha bop she za ggo 
she za lep ggep go  
lep ggep wo yip ggo 
wo yip lu gep ggo 
lu gep shuo bbip ggo 
shuo bbip nzy nyiet ggo 
nzy nyiet le mo ggo 
le mo jot dda ggo 
jot dda tit hxa ggo 
tit hxa mu zzip sse ax yy su 
vat bu liet tuo zzur 
cyx ne lox vu cyt 
 
lat pu she qu ggo  
she qu she jjie ggo 
she jjie ap bbop ggo 
ap bbop sse nge ggo 
ap bbop jji get ggo 
jji get jji sho ggo 
jji sho vot qy ggo 
vot qy a tit ggo 
a tit a chep ggo 
pop hxo la dda zzur 
cyx ne ggot jjy cyt nge yip 
 
she jjie za jjie ggo 
za jjie lep ggep ggo 
lep ggep vit wep ggo 
vit wep vit wa ggo 
vit wa nyi pu ggo 
nyi pu op shyt ggo 
op shyt hna mgu wu ggo 
hna mgu wu bbu pox ggo 
bbu pox lu zup ggo 
lu zup nip rra ggo 
nip rra ap lyp ggo 
ap ly ap ho ggo 
vi hox shyp mu zzur 
vi hox shyp zzur ggo 
shyp zzur qur hox ggo 
qu ho shy pox ggo 
shy pox dat yip sse ax yy su  
gap vut la dda zzur 
cyx ne sse nyi op  
shyt cyt nge yip map 
jji hmyx mu vut ggo  
mu vut wu bbur ggo  
vut ma lox vu ggo  
lox vu ap zzip ggo  
ap zzip mop nyip ggo 
mop nyip ma dda ggo 
ma dda bi get ggo 
bi get lat hni ggo 
lat hni yo ndip ggo 
yo ndix yop lyp ggo 
yop lyp yop zhy ggo 
yop zhy yop gop ggo 
yop gop ke nyot ggo 
ke nyot nzy zzur ggo 
nzy zzur bi hlut ggo 
bi hlut bi nry ggo 
bi nry pup vut ggo 
pup vut a yup ggo 
ap yup wo pux ggo  
wo pux sse shyp nge  
wo pu a ke ggo 
a ke lur zyt ggo  
lur zyt zyr dda ggo  
zyr dda zyt zyp ggo 
zyt zyp sho ggu ggo 
 
sho ggu jji hxo ggo 
jji hxo bbur jie ggo  
bbur jie a dur ggo  
a dur jjip shy ggo  
jjip shy gi tup ggo  
lip mup zhu hxi dip 
wo pu sse hxo ggo 
sse hxo jjix yie ggo 
jji yie wu ggu ggo 
yie ggu ly zi ggo 
ly zi shuo tup ggo 
shuo tup ap lyp ggo 
ap lyp bbu gop ggo 
bbu gop ap my ggo 
ap my nip qot ggo  
nip qot mu gat ggo  
syr mu bbu yop dip 
cyx ne gga hxa hma cyt nge  
bi gex ap nrep ggo 
ap nrep bbur fur ggo 
bbur fur ge bbu ggo  
ge bbu gex nuo ggo  
gex nuo yo bbip ggo  
yo bbip bie ssyt ggo 
bie ssyt sse ggu ggo  
shuo gga wu jjyx dip 
bi ssyt ap my ggo 
ap my nuo ggep ggo 
nuo ggep bi te ggo 
bi te a nzi ggo 
a nzi ax yy ggo 
lur rry liet vur dip 
yit bi lox vu ggo 
lox vu ap ka ggo 
ap ka ge jji ggo 
ge jji lyt gur ggo 
lyt gur shy nyiet ggo 
shy nyiet hly hxa ggo 
hly hxa dat zzi ggo 
chyt hxo lie vut dip 
lox vu op zzup ggo  
op zzup yo nyip ggo  
yo nyip hxie mgat ggo 
hxie mgat qu pox ggo 
qu pox shyp yi ggo 
shyp yi die nuo ggo 
die nuo nip hly ggo 
nip hly bbox sse ggo 
nyix qie lie vut dip 
jji hmy ot wap ggo 
ot wap ap lu ggo 
ap lu kie wu ggo 
kie wu bbyp wo ggo 
bbyp wo bbyx ddie ggo 
bbyx ddie bi ap su ggo 
bi ap su lat zzi ggo 
lat zzi ge chyx ggo 
ge qyx ge yip ggo 
ge yip ge mgo ggo 
ge mgo ap zzy ggo 
ap zzy yy li ggo 
yy li ca ssi ggo 
hxie yip sse nge ggo 
sse nge yie gge ggo 
yiex gge ho gep ggo 
ho gep vit gep ggo 
vit gep ap hlep ggo 
ap hlep nzy tup ggo 
nzy tup tit hxa ggo 
shuo nuo sat pup dip 
yy li bi zzy ggo 
bi zzy bi bbop ggo 
bi bbop gga bbop ggo 
gga bbop bi yie ggo 
bi yie sse ci ggo 
sse ci hop lat ggo 
hop lat shuo gop ggo 
shuo gop map rep ggo 
map rep tu fut ggo 
tu fut nip dda ggo 
xix nzi la dda dip 
yy li jjip nip ggo 
jjip nip jjip bbop ggo 
jjip bbop bi tu ggo 
bi tu o ggu ggo 
o ggu ddip vop ggo 
ddip vop ap my ggo 
ap my ap rre ggo 
ap rre bi vie ggo 
bi vie jjip zhat ggo 
jjip zhat bbur vie ggo 
bbur vie ap gep ggo 
ap gep qit dda ggo 
qit dda a qo ggo 
a qo lip wo ggo  
lip wo nzy ggu ggo 
syp yi lo ggu dip 
cyr ne ap lu nuo bi cyt nge yip 
bi li ap su lat zzi jjix hmi ndit max su cyt nyi tit qo yy ox map 
 
